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About the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
The Cultural Council of Palm Beach County was founded in 1978 through the vision and leadership of Alexander W.
Dreyfoos, an inventor, successful business owner and community activist, who believed in the value of arts and culture
enhancing and sustaining strong economic and societal growth. Now in its fourth decade, the Council has evolved to be
a strong, multi-faceted local arts advocate with priorities that include providing grants to cultural organizations and professional artists, developing and advocating for cultural funding, enhancing arts education, providing services that build
capacity and marketing the county as a destination for cultural tourism.
The Council is a private, non-profit, membership-based corporation. As The Palm Beaches’ officially designated agency
for cultural development, the Council leads the way in nurturing, promoting and celebrating the artistic and cultural community in one of Florida’s largest and most diverse counties. In this leadership role, the Council administers a portion of
local tourist development funds under contract with Palm Beach County government and to date has managed over $70
million in grant funding. It is also innovative and influential in creating additional funding for cultural programs, organizations and professional artists.
From its beginning, the Council has committed to attracting and serving tourists, creating economic prosperity and jobs
through arts and culture and being a catalyst for the establishment of new cultural institutions such as setting the stage for
the creation of the Raymond F. Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, the Armory Art Center and the Center for Creative
Education. The Council regularly assists artists and small, grassroots organizations through grant programs, technical
support and capacity-building initiatives. The Council is focused on developing and maintaining a thriving arts and cultural
environment in The Palm Beaches.
As the Council has matured it has become a motivating force on a regional and national basis, providing support and
leadership to similar agencies and programs and taking an active role in national dialogue and policies.
Upon opening its headquarters in the Robert M. Montgomery Jr. building in downtown Lake Worth in 2012, opportunities
have expanded to achieve the Council’s ambitious goals. Better positioned than ever to fulfill its mission and its vision for
the future, the Council continues to grow and take on new possibilities and responsibilities as it charts a path to success.
The Council is a partner to Palm Beach County, the Tourist Development Council and its agencies, Chambers, the Business Development Board, the School Board, municipalities, and other leadership groups.
Art and Culture = Economic Development in Palm Beach County
· Total Culture-related spending by audiences of the 19 largest institutions = $538.3 million in 2015
· 64.3% of the spending is from tourists
· Culture-related spending supported 11,735 FTE jobs in county
· Culture contributed $22.1 million in local tax revenues in 2015
· 730,000 hotel room nights were utilized by non-resident attendees resulting in $154.8 million in revenue for hotel
Arts and Culture = Education in Palm Beach County
· 715,599 K-12 students were served last year at cultural organizations through general admission, classes, family/
weekend programming, camps, field trips, school partnerships, and outreach.
· Half of these organizations offer FREE programming to students in some form. All reported significant subsidies to
their education programs exceeding 80% in discounts.
Palm Beach County is Florida’s Cultural Capital – let’s keep it that way.
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Holyfield & Thomas, LLC
Certified Public Accountants & Advisors

125 Butler Street  West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(561) 689-6000  Fax (561) 689-6001  www.holyfieldandthomas.com

David J. Thomas, CPA
Email: djthomas@ht-cpa.com

February 1, 2016
Palm Beach County
Re: Cultural Council of Palm Beach County, Inc.
Dear Sir or Madam:
We are a local public accounting firm that provides audit, tax and advisory services to
organizations and individuals throughout South Florida.
Please be advised that Holyfield & Thomas, LLC has performed an audit of the annual financial
statements of the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County, Inc. (the “Cultural Council”) since
2010. For each of the fiscal years ended September 30, 2010 to 2015, we have expressed an
unqualified or unmodified opinion, which is the best form of opinion available from our
profession on an entity's financial statements. Furthermore, we have considered the internal
controls of the Cultural Council in the performance of our audit as required by professional
auditing standards. During these same years, we have not identified any material weaknesses,
nor have we reported any significant deficiencies in their internal control structure.
During each of the years audited, the Cultural Council was the designated arts agency for Palm
Beach County and as a result, managed three separate publically funded programs: grants to
cultural organizations funded through a portion of the hotel tax, grants to cultural organizations
funded through ad valorem revenues, and cultural tourism marketing. Amounts expended for
these programs over the past five years are delineated below:
FYE 2011 - $ 2,639,423
FYE 2012 - $ 3,480,392
FYE 2013 - $ 4,093,908

FYE 2014 - $ 4,396,535
FYE 2015 - $ 6,130,890

All significant transactions have been recognized in the financial statements in the proper
period. Furthermore, we encountered no difficulties in dealing with management in performing
and completing our audits and are pleased to report no disagreements arose during the course
of our audits. We are fortunate to be selected as the independent audit firm for this
Organization. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Very truly yours,
Holyfield & Thomas, LLC
_______________________
By: David J. Thomas, CPA
DJT/
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Palm Beach County Arts & Sciences Fund
Sales Tax Funding Project
SUMMARY
The Cultural Council of Palm Beach County began a cultural industry assessment in July, 2014 when the Council took
notice of announcements related to expansions of cultural facilities. The Council initiated and undertook a formal third party
independent assessment that included four Countywide community listening sessions and an extensive formal survey process to discover and detail the general needs from the nonprofit arts and cultural sector.

At the close of an 18 month process, the Council reviewed findings and held a series of leadership meetings that concluded that public funding of capital expansions should be considered. Criteria were created using eight state and national arts
funding models. Using this criteria, a dedicated list of cultural facility projects that included citizen oversight was created.
The criteria and the recommended list were reviewed and approved by the Cultural Council’s public funding task force and
the full Board of Directors unanimously in January, 2016. Americans for the Arts studied the criteria and plan as an independent expert and validated the proposal.

Twenty-six projects countywide made the final list for public funding. To insure success, an industry-standard 20% has
been recommended for an opportunity fund for an additional eighteen+ projects that could require capital funding in Palm
Beach County in the next ten years.

This public funding, derived from a sales tax increase in Palm Beach County, will be restricted to underwriting capital expenditures for cultural facilities located within Palm Beach County. The following are the criteria and benefits associated
with the program.
1. For every $1 in public funding, $1 will be matched in other funding for a 100% return on investment with the exception of state-funded institutions of higher education ($1 public to $2 other) and the Glades (100% public).
2. Must be a facility primarily dedicated to arts and culture.
3. Must be a nonprofit corporation or municipality.
4. Must be open to the public for children, residents and tourists.
5. Institutions must convincingly demonstrate viability and/or plan to successfully operate upon execution of the capital project and into the future.
6. No single project will receive more than $25 million. There is no minimum grant amount.
7. Funding from this program is only provided after all other funding dedicated to the project has been committed/
spent.
8. Funding from this program is reimbursed after receipts for allowable expenditures are submitted and verified.
9. Education must be a primary focus of the cultural programs, especially educational programs for children under the
age of 18.
If public funding is allocated to these projects, various public benefits will be offered such as free admission for
Palm Beach County residents, discounts for public schools, and expanded benefits for residents and tourists.

Conclusion
$228 in public funding will guarantee $600 million
in total investments and benefits for Palm Beach County.
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Sales Tax Funding for Cultural Facilities in Palm Beach County
Guidelines, Criteria and Eligibility

Investing in the acquisition, design, repair, renovation, expansion and construction of
nonprofit and municipal cultural facilities

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This public funding, derived from a sales tax increase in Palm Beach County, will be restricted to
underwriting capital expenditures for cultural facilities located within Palm Beach County. The
following are the criteria associated with the program – all are detailed in the following pages.
1. Must be a facility primarily dedicated to arts and culture.
2. Must be a nonprofit corporation or municipality.
3. Must be open to the public.
4. The sales tax funds dedicated to a project must be matched by the applicant $1:$1.
Exceptions: facilities in REDI designated areas are not required to match; facilities owned
by public colleges or universities are required to provide a 2:1 match.
5. Applicants must convincingly demonstrate an ability and/or plan to successfully and stably
operate upon execution of the capital project and into the future.
6. No single project will receive more than $25 million. There is no minimum grant amount.
7. Funding from this program is provided only after all other funding dedicated to the
project has been committed/spent.
8. Funding from this program is reimbursed after receipts for allowable expenditures are
submitted and verified.
9. Education must be a primary focus of the cultural programs, especially educational
programs for children under the age of 18.
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OVERVIEW

The Cultural Facilities Grant Program supports projects that create jobs in construction and cultural
tourism; expands access and education in the arts, humanities, and sciences; and improves the quality
of life in cities and towns across Palm Beach County. Approved projects will have a high return on
investment as part of an economic development strategy.

The Cultural Facilities Grant Program coordinates and guides the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County’s
support and funding of renovation, new construction, or acquisition of cultural facilities. A cultural
facility is a building which shall be used for the education and programming, production, presentation
or exhibition of any of the arts and cultural disciplines including dance, music, theater, folk-arts, visual
arts, architecture, painting, sculpture history, creative writing, literature, media arts, multidisciplinary,
photography, crafts, and programs of museums, zoos and public gardens.

PURPOSE OF GRANT
The goal of the Cultural Facilities Grant Program is to increase investments from both the public sector
and the private sector to support the sound planning and development of cultural facilities in Palm
Beach County. The Program provides Capital Facilities Grants to promote the acquisition, design, repair,
rehabilitation, renovation, expansion or construction of nonprofit cultural facilities in Palm Beach County.
All grants from the Program must be matched with a diversified funding mix (see exception for REDI
designated areas).

TYPE OF GRANT
This Capital Facilities Grant is reimbursement-based and requires matching funds.

GRANT PERIOD
Awarded grant funds must be spent on project expenses incurred during the grant period (Jan 1, 2017–
Dec 31, 2026) and after the Grant Award Agreement has been fully executed.

REQUEST AMOUNT
The maximum request amount is $25 million. Organizations may request funding for the renovation,
acquisition or construction of a cultural facility. There is no minimum request amount.

ALLOWABLE EXPENSES
This Grant may be used only for the following capital expenses:
·

Renovation, new construction or acquisition of cultural facilities
13

·

Project planning such as feasibility studies, architectural drawings, engineering studies in
connection to the capital request

·

Costs for planning, which include those for preliminary and schematic drawings, and design
development documents necessary to carry out the project

Allowable expenses funded by the Grant will be reimbursed upon receipt and approval of a
reimbursement request and substantiating documentation.

DISALLOWABLE EXPENSES
This grant may not be used for:
·

Projects or facilities restricted to private or exclusive participation, including restriction of access
to programs on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, ancestry, sex, age, familial
status, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, disability or genetic
information. Must be ADA compliant.

·

General Operating Expenses: administrative costs for running the organization (including, but not
limited to, salaries, travel, personnel, office supplies, mortgage or rent, operating overhead or
indirect costs)

·

Costs incurred or obligated that are paid prior to the execution of the Grant Award Agreement or
outside the dates stated in the grant award agreement

·

Costs associated with bad debts, contingencies (money set aside for possible expenses), fines and
penalties, interest, taxes (of any kind), and other financial costs including bank fees and charges,
and credit card debts

·

Costs for travel, private entertainment, food, beverages, plaques, awards or scholarships

·

Costs for lobbying or attempting to influence federal, state or local legislation, the judicial branch,
or any state agency

·

Costs associated with representation, proposal or grant application preparation

·

Re-granting, contributions and donations

·

Reimbursement of costs unrelated to the specific project

·

Endowments

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
1. Nonprofit cultural organizations: 501(c)3 organizations that are primarily concerned with the arts,
humanities, or interpretive sciences that have projects which qualify under the terms of this Grant.
This includes but is not limited to museums, historic sites, zoos, aquariums, theaters, concert halls,
exhibition spaces, classrooms, auditoriums and amphitheaters. Eligible facilities must be owned,
leased or used by one or more nonprofit cultural organizations, and must be accessible to the
public. Organizations must have been granted 501(c)3 status and be operational for at least (2)
TWO years prior to the grant application date.
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2. Municipalities that own cultural facilities: provided that at least 50% of the facility must be devoted
to cultural purposes.

3. Public or non-profit institutions of higher education: provided that the cultural facility provides
services and open access to the community and the general public beyond their educational
mission, and can demonstrate financial need.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
All applicants must meet the following requirements and provide substantiating documentation at the
time of application:

1. Have the correct Legal Status and IRS Tax Determination in the State of Florida and in Palm Beach
County. Organizations are required to submit organization’s IRS determination letter documenting
not-for-profit, tax-exempt status
a. Be a public entity governed by either a municipality or county, or
b. Be established as a not-for-profit, tax-exempt Florida corporation according to the
following definitions:
·

Incorporated as an active not-for-profit Florida corporation, pursuant to Chapter 617,
Florida Statutes. Cultural Council staff will verify that the applicant was in “active” status
with the Division of Corporations at the time of application

·

Designated as a tax-exempt organization as defined in Section 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and

·

Allowed to receive contributions pursuant to the provisions of s. 170 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954

2. Have Unrestricted Use of the Land and Buildings associated with the project for new construction,
renovation or acquisitions of property for use as a cultural facility. Submit legal proof of
unrestricted and unencumbered ownership of the property or building that the applicant has
either Unrestricted Use through Ownership or Lease of the building and the land associated
with the proposal/project. Unrestricted use means unqualified ownership/lease and power of
disposition. Property that does not meet the unrestricted ownership/lease criterion will not be
eligible for a grant, except for land/improvements owned by a state agency or other municipality
and leased to an eligible applicant.

a. Ownership Documentation - Documentation shall include a recent title, insurance
commitment and a copy of a recent property tax statement. Provisional sales contracts,
binders, or letters of intent are not acceptable documentation of ownership.

b. Lease - Documentation must include an executed copy of a Lease for a specific period of
time and a written explanation of any easements, covenants, or other conditions affecting
the use of the site or facility, or both. The lease must be executed/effective at the time of
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the application deadline and remain in effect for a length of time of not less than ten (10)
years from the date the Grant Award Agreement is fully executed. Only leases in which
the lessee is a public entity governed by either a municipality or county, or a not-for-profit
entity are eligible for a Cultural Facilities grant.

3. Ownership of Improvements - Applicants must retain ownership of all improvements made under
the grant, unless the land or buildings are owned by the State of Florida or a municipality and
leased to an eligible applicant. If a city or county government owns the building or land or both
and is applying on behalf of a not-for-profit organization, then the financial statements and/or an
audit report for the most recently completed fiscal year is recommended to submit from both the
applicant and the not-for-profit organization that will be responsible for managing the facility.

4. Total Support and Revenue
a. Not-for-profit Organizations - are required to submit an audit report for the most
recently completed fiscal year to substantiate Total Support and Revenue. If an audit is
not available, applicants are required to submit a review or a compilation signed by the
authorizing official. Provide audited documentation for the most recently completed fiscal
year.
b. Municipal or County Governments – are required to submit either an audit report for
the most recently completed fiscal year or an internally prepared financial statement as
documentation of Total Support and Revenue.

5. Have required, eligible Matching Funds – All funds matching the Capital Facilities Grant are subject
to compliance with provisions of applicable laws, regulations and rules. This grant program shall
not be considered the sole source of funding. (See Matching Funds section below)

6. Submit an 8.5” x 11” reduction of Current Architectural Plans
7. Submit Support Of Local Officials for this project in the form of letters and/or resolutions
8. Complete the Online Application
9. Complete and submit a Resolution of the Board of Directors/Trustees or other governing body of
the applicant certifying that the application is true
10. Completed the Mandatory Facilities Project Workshop
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MATCHING FUNDS
With some exceptions noted below, all applicants must submit a minimum 1:1 match from the
municipality or jurisdiction in which the facility is located and/or from the applicant organization. A
funding mix that includes support from foundations, corporations, government, private individuals
and earned income is desirable. The term for matching funds are designed to act as a catalyst to assist
organizations in obtaining increased levels of diversified revenue.
-

As part of the application, applicants must submit a copy of the resolution approved by the Board
of Directors or other duly elected body. The resolution must include the dollar amount dedicated
and available to the project if the grant is awarded and the date the funds will be available.

-

Non-profit organizations must have all matches complete and/or confirmed at the time of
reimbursement of expenses.

Matching Funds Requirement of Institutions of Higher Education
State funded universities and colleges may apply, but the Matching Funds requirement is $2:$1.

Matching Funds REDI Waiver
Applicants in a REDI designated area are not required to provide any match regardless of their Total
Support and Revenue. The Rural Economic Development Initiative (REDI) recognizes those rural or
economically distressed counties or communities designated pursuant to Sections 288.0656 and
288.06561, Florida Statutes, as REDI qualified. The REDI program is administered by the Florida
Department of Economic Opportunity.

Applicants that seek a REDI waiver must submit a letter from the municipal government acknowledging
the application and requesting the waiver of the required match on behalf of the applicant. This letter
must be submitted with the application package.

Types of Matching Funds
1. Cash-on-Hand (Liquid Assets)
a. At least 25% of the required match must be cash-on-hand (not merely pledged) or cash
equivalents, and dedicated to the project.
b. Cash-on-hand must be documented by submitting an account statement(s) that shows the
availability of the cash or cash equivalent. For the purposes of this program, funds that are
specifically dedicated to this project by a third party may be counted as cash-on-hand, if the
applicant has an award letter or contract signed by the third party encumbering the funds.
Submit a copy of the signed award letter or contract to verify third-party match.
c. Submit bank or other financial institutions’ statements confirming cash-on-hand and/or a
list of those unencumbered liquid assets dedicated to the project to verify cash-on-hand
and claimed as matching funds.
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2. Expenditures made toward the project may be used as match, including purchase of building or
site if the building or site was specifically acquired for the project. For expenditures other than
building or site, the expenditures must be integral to the completion of the project, as reasonably
determined during the Grant review process. Expenditures made over five (5) years before the
application deadline will not qualify. Cash receipts are required as documentation.

3. Irrevocable Pledges - must be documented in the following manner
o

A list of irrevocable pledges with the name of person or organization making the pledge

o

Amount of the pledge

o

When the pledge will be paid

o

Only pledges that are auditable are acceptable

4. Documented In-Kind Contributions - Sources of in-kind contributions must be itemized at the time
of application. Itemized in-kind contributions must include the following information:
o

Name of person or organization making the in-kind contribution

o

Award letters from third parties describing goods and services donated

o

Fair market value of the in-kind contribution, including total value of the goods and
services, amount to be donated, and the basis for the determination

o

Volunteer hours may not be used as in-kind unless they are providing professional
services. For example, an architect, plumber or carpenter may provide in-kind as a skilled
trade professional, but not as a general volunteer for the organization.

o

Note: In-Kind Contributions by the applicant are not eligible for match.

Exclusions to Matching Funds
Funds that are for General Operating Expenses (i.e. the Unrestricted column on the Statement of Activity
page of the organization’s audit) will not be allowed.
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·

Revenue from grants that have not yet been awarded will not be acceptable as matching funds.

·

Fundraising costs will not be acceptable as match funds.

·

Legal fees or taxes will not be acceptable as match funds.

·

Matching funds may have been expended prior to the execution date of the Grant Award
Agreement; as long as they are clearly a part of the project described and can be documented.
However, at least 25% of the matching funds must be Cash-on-Hand at the application deadline.

·

Interest paid on mortgage. The interest paid on a mortgage is considered to be the “cost of doing
business,” and may not be used as match.

·

The value of the Building or Land, not owned by the applicant, may not be used as match.

·

A building or land is excluded from Matching Funds, except where 1) a building or land purchase is
the principal project and 2) both of the following are true:
o

The building or land must have been purchased or acquired within 5 years prior to the
award of the grant.

o

The building or land must have been intended for the grant purpose at the time of
purchase or acquisition.

·

The purchase price, documented acquisition date value, or a certified appraisal may be used as
match.

·

Loans may not be used as match. Only unencumbered equity may be counted as match.

Resources
For more information on Corporate Status, visit www.sunbiz.org or call the Division of
Corporations, profit and nonprofit information line at (850) 245-6054.
For more information about Tax Exempt Designation as defined in Section 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, see the “Charities and Non-Profits” section of the Internal
Revenue Service website at https://www.irs.gov/Charities-&-Non-Profits/
For more information about REDI, including a list of eligible counties and communities, see the
official REDI website at http://www.florida-redi.com.
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List of Recommended Projects - Arts and Sciences Fund
Expansions in Museums, Theaters, Arts Centers, and Ecological Centers

Institution or Municipality
African American Research Library and Cultural
Center
Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts
Boca Raton Children's Museum
Boca Raton Historical Society and Museum
Boca Raton Museum of Art
Center for Creative Education
Cultural Center at Old Boynton Beach High
Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
Delray Beach Playhouse
FAU Schmidt College of Arts and Letters
Historical Society of Palm Beach County
Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse and Museum
1000 Lake Arts Center
Loggerhead Marinelife Center
Maltz Jupiter Theatre
Palm Beach Opera, Symphony, Ballet Palm
Beach, Young Singers of the Palm Beaches
collaborative Multi-use Arts Space
Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens
Mounts Botanical Garden
Norton Museum of Art
Old School Square
Palm Beach Dramaworks
Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation Society

Total Capital
Proposed
Project Budget Public Funding

Project Budget
w/Endowment
and Savings

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000,000
1,500,000
100,000
4,500,000
15,000,000
3,000,000
4,500,000
4,000,000
1,092,700
20,757,000
7,000,000
27,000,000
8,000,000
8,500,000
28,000,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,000,000
750,000
50,000
2,250,000
7,500,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
546,350
6,849,810
3,500,000
13,500,000
4,000,000
4,250,000
14,000,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000,000
1,800,000
100,000
5,500,000
30,000,000
6,000,000
4,500,000
9,000,000
1,822,700
20,757,000
10,000,000
32,000,000
8,000,000
9,500,000
33,000,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

40,000,000
18,806,000
3,000,000
84,000,000
4,500,000
10,000,000
40,000,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000,000
9,403,000
1,500,000
25,000,000
2,250,000
5,000,000
20,000,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000,000
24,205,000
4,000,000
100,000,000
6,500,000
15,000,000
40,000,000

Prince Theater of Pahokee
Boca Ballet Theater, Boca Symphonia, Sol
Children’s Theater, Youth Orchestra, Harid
Conservatory South County Arts Complex
South Florida Science Center and Aquarium

$

1,750,000 $

1,750,000

$

1,750,000

$
$

50,000,000 $
30,000,000 $

25,000,000
15,000,000

$
$

55,000,000
35,000,000

Wills Museum of the Glades

$

2,000,000 $

2,000,000

$

2,000,000

SUBTOTAL of ALL Projects

$ 419,005,700 $ 189,599,160

$ 507,434,700

Opportunity fund for economic development

$

$

TOTAL

$ 495,005,700 $ 227,599,160

76,000,000 $

38,000,000

91,960,000

$ 599,394,700

February 4, 2016
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List of Recommended Projects – Arts and Sciences Fund
Expansions and Museums, Theaters, Arts Centers, Ecological Centers
February 4, 2016

1. African American Research Library and Cultural Center			
$1,000,000
Located in the old Roosevelt High School facility just west of downtown West Palm Beach, this archive
documents the rich history of historically African American schools in Florida, in particular Roosevelt
High School’s history. This project will revitalize a neighborhood and preserve a history to tell a story
that is integral to the history of the region.
2. Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts 						$750,000
The Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts will provide high-quality glass-blowing, metal sculpting, and
foundry facilities to artists to design, fabricate, and finish new works at affordable rates. Public viewing
is encouraged and will provide a unique experience for visitors. This renovated original FEC warehouse
serves to revitalize the western portion of downtown Lake Worth, bringing a new economic engine to a
region in need.
3. Boca Raton Children’s Museum						$50,000
The Boca Raton Children’s Museum campus houses two historic buildings which have seen considerable use over the last 40 years and are in need of both critical and aesthetic repairs. These buildings
provide a wonderful framework with which to provide programming.
4. Boca Raton Historical Society & Museum					
$2,250,000
The Boca Raton Historical Society & Museum’s capital plan will take place in two phases. The first
phase will focus on converting Town Hall into a modern, family-friendly history museum, and also securing our historic rail cars with proper foundations and sheds. The second phase will involve purchasing
and renovating the empty building behind the History Museum to serve as an education and archival
center that will be connected to the Museum by a landscaped pedestrian plaza, creating a Heritage
Campus downtown.
5. Boca Raton Museum of Art							$7,500,000
The Boca Raton Museum of Art and its Art School are undertaking a significant capital campaign to renovate and provide additional space for exhibitions, educational programs, and art studio-classrooms.
With the Art School on Palmetto Park Road, now working at capacity with more than 100 classes weekly, and the Art Museum in Mizner Park, attracting over 200,000 visitors annually, the Master Plan for
a Creative Campus will resolve current space limitations and do much to increase audiences as well
as create an exceptional visitor experience. The expanded programming of the Museum and the Art
School will usher in an exciting new chapter in the cultural life of Boca Raton.
6. Center for Creative Education							$1,500,000
Art does not solve problems, Arts Education however, does. Years of research show that it’s closely
linked to almost everything that we as a nation say we want for our children: academic achievement,
social and emotional development, civic engagement, and equitable opportunity regardless of social
and financial challenges. Comprehensive, innovative “arts in education” initiatives are taking root in a
growing number of world class communities. Many of these models are based on new findings in brain
research and cognitive development. The Center for Creative Education is focused exclusively on
bringing this expertise to mainstream classrooms and after school sites across all of Palm Beach County in addition to its own facility located on one of the most challenged zip codes in the county. These
funds would allow for the completion of the facility.
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7. Cultural Center at Old Boynton Beach High School			
$1,000,000
Re-use of the Old High School will consolidate the city’s cultural programs into one historic downtown
building, offering art, music, theater, and other artistic programs to kids and adults. The rehabilitated
space will accommodate the needs of Boynton’s growing population, reduce future operating costs,
and contribute to downtown regeneration and economic development while respecting the city’s historic character.
8. Cultural Council of Palm Beach County					
$2,000,000
The Council plans to expand their downtown Lake Worth headquarters onto the lot directly behind the
current facility. Demand for artist-led programs and arts education programs has exceeded capacity,
and new after school arts programs, music performance, and other artist-led projects are planned.
9. Delray Beach Playhouse								$546,350
For most children in the community the Delray Beach Playhouse Children’s Theatre is their only opportunity to experience the thrill of live theater. Sadly, hundreds of more children are waiting in the wings.
This expansion project will provide the ability to accommodate them. The proposed expansion of 1,800
square feet is critical to completing the facilities necessary to support the children’s program with dressing and restrooms, rehearsal spaces, and costume and prop storage.
10. FAU Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters 			
$6,849,810
This project focuses on major renovations of the University Theatre, public performance and exhibition
spaces, and support facilities housed in the School of the Arts. In addition to addressing long-overdue
maintenance needs, the project will create more gallery spaces for public exhibitions; create multi-purpose rooms for concert recitals, dance presentations, and student produced shows; and provide a permanent home for Theatre Lab, the professional theatre company housed on campus. Additionally, the
renovation will enable a central destination area for all School of the Arts public activities providing the
public a single access point for ticketing, pre-and post-performance gatherings, and receptions.
11. Historical Society of Palm Beach County					
$3,500,000
The Historical Society of Palm Beach County is currently planning several capital projects. The first will
be the modification of the historic courtroom located in the 1916 Palm Beach County Courthouse home
of the Richard and Pat Johnson Palm Beach County History Museum. The second capital project will
be the renovation of the two permanent exhibition galleries of the museum. The third capital project is
to find and secure a location and building for a free standing “History Center” to include additional exhibition space, classroom/meeting space and space for fabrication and storage.
12. Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse & Museum						$13,500,000
As a cultural cornerstone for northern Palm Beach County, Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse and Museum is expanding educational facilities and natural history experiences to meet rapidly growing visitor needs for
generations to come. It is one of only three Congressionally-designated Outstanding Natural Areas in
the U.S. A new state-of-the-art Heritage Center, replica US Weather Bureau Station STEM museum,
interpreted nature trails and hands-on research labs will engage students of all ages at this nationally
significant 120-acre heritage site.
13. 1000 Lake Avenue 									$4,000,000
This project includes the rehabilitation of a 25,000 square foot, three story historic buildin g in the downtown area that will be used for a variety of cultural uses. The building was originally constructed in 1925
and once restored, the CRA would place it on the Historic National Register. The building needs significant rehabilitation and the CRA has started that process by adding a new roof on the building. The goal
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is to have cultural uses on the ground floor along with some community space. The upper floors will be
used for artist work and/or live space. The rehabilitation of this significant building will add to the cultural
redevelopment of the area. Nearby, new artist live/work lofts were built in 2013 and more are planned.
14. Loggerhead Marinelife Center				
$4,250,000
As one of the world’s most advanced sea turtle hospitals, Loggerhead Marinelife Center (LMC) is also a
unique cultural destination in Florida. LMC offers free admission and educational programs for guests
of all ages. With more than 300,000 annual visitors and over 50,000 students annually, LMC’s campus
is at maximum capacity. LMC is now commanding the global spotlight for sea turtle and ocean conservation science. In order to increase conservation and education impact, the Center needs to expand the
hospital and research laboratory, and establish set classroom space. Each of these elements is critical
for helping the Center obtain available funding via national and international grants. The expansion
will be used for public programs, educational offerings, additional hospital space, and supplementary
exhibit space and will allow the center to become one of the world’s most preeminent sea turtle and
ocean conservation hubs. Palm Beach County beaches are some of the most important sea turtle
nesting grounds in the world; this master plan will allow LMC to stand as a global beacon for education,
research, and sea turtle rehabilitation, attracting visitors and scientists from around the globe.
15. Maltz Jupiter Theatre				
$14,000,000
The Maltz Jupiter Theatre ‘s major renovation and expansion will transform it into a dynamic, worldclass cultural asset, serving people from all over the country, providing exceptional arts and cultural
programs and contributing to the economic and cultural vibrancy of the region.  The main theatre stage
will be renewed to mimic current Broadway stage dimensions, providing a showcase for Pre-Broadway
launches which will put Jupiter on the national and international theatre map.  A second performance
space will be built with flexible seating capacity up to 199.  While the main theatre will continue to offer
larger scaled musicals and plays, this second performance space will offer other types of programming
such as intimate cabarets, smaller scaled productions, new work showcases, art exhibits, etc.  This will
broaden the current audience base and allow the Theatre to be more fully utilized during the busiest
times of the year, offering a full range of programming to the community.   The Conservatory for the Performing Arts will double in size to accommodate increasing student enrollments and offer a professional training track and accommodate a pre and/or post graduate internship program to further educate
upcoming artists. All production and rehearsal areas will be expanded and upgraded to accommodate
the needs of our staff and visiting artists. These changes will roughly double the size of the Theatre
to 61,000 square feet and a fresh, new façade will be given to the building’s exterior, emphasizing the
prominence of the Maltz Jupiter Theatre in the north part of county.
16. Palm Beach Opera, Symphony, Ballet Palm Beach, Young Singers of the Palm Beaches
collaborative Multi-use Arts Space 				
$20,000,000
Several mid-size cultural organizations have detailed a need for a joint-use performing arts-oriented
facility to house administrative, rehearsal and performance space for art forms such as opera, symphony, chamber music, and choral music with a particular emphasis on students under 18 years of age.
Location to be determined.
17. Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens				
$9,403,000
Plans feature expansion of museum gallery space strengthening Morikami’s ability to attract larger,
more internationally renowned exhibitions. Also, expanded classroom spaces and a resource center
will be added in order to enhance educational offerings. Roji-en, the Japanese Gardens, the largest
of its type outside of Japan, will see enhancements to the bonsai exhibition, the addition of an Artisan
Village and the creation of an Ahmanohasadate Garden, a replica of a land-bridge and garden seen in
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Delray Beach’s sister city, Miyazu, Japan. Morikami’s expansion plans further the museum’s mission
and serve to broaden the museum’s audience base.
18. Mounts Botanical Garden				
$1,500,000
Mounts Botanical Garden of Palm Beach County promotes environmentally sustainable subtropical
gardens and firsthand opportunities for people of all ages and backgrounds to learn the art, science,
and joy of gardening. Mounts will bloom into an international cultural destination with the creation of
an iconic Visitor Center and outdoor pavilion that will fascinate visitors with intriguing connections with
nature. The Center will include exhibition space, auditorium, cafe, classrooms and meeting rooms,
integrated with expanded and captivating garden experiences. Mounts will provide a full range of attractions and educational opportunities at Palm Beach County’s only botanical garden.
19. Norton Museum of Art				
$25,000,000
The Norton Museum of Art is currently engaged in the most comprehensive expansion and renovation
in its 75-year history. This campaign will add more than 42,000 square feet of new facilities, strengthening the Norton’s position as the Southeast’s premier art museum and one of the nation’s most important
art institutions. The plan, designed by Foster + Partners, encompasses the entire 6.3-acre campus,
creating a “museum in a garden,” with a sculpture garden, a multi-functional great hall, 35% more gallery space, more than double the space for educational programming, a state-of-the-art auditorium, and
a new dining pavilion. The New Norton will be at the forefront of West Palm Beach’s efforts to enhance
the South Dixie Highway corridor, reorienting the Museum’s main entrance to this major thoroughfare
with a dramatic, park-like civic space. The New Norton will be a cultural destination for this diverse community and for tourists, providing opportunities to engage with art for generations to come.
20. Old School Square				
$2,250,000
This project represents the evolution of the Old School Square campus to an Arts and Entertainment
Park.  Though the campus has a small theatre, small amphitheater, art museum, school for the arts,
and a multi-purpose fieldhouse in its boundaries...the overall presence is often overlooked by tourists,
and somehow out-of-reach to local residents.  These enhancements provide a platform for the institution to provide affordable and attainable access to the arts and entertainment.
21. Palm Beach Dramaworks				
$5,000,000
This award winning theater’s current home on the edge of the waterfront park in downtown West Palm
Beach has reached capacity for our ever-growing audiences and programs. Acquisition and renovation
of additional nearby space for a production annex is essential for the future and will position Dramaworks to help Palm Beach County enhance its role as a cultural destination for visitors and tourists.
This annex will enable growth to educational programs for students and allow the theater to present
meaningful theater experiences to school children free of charge. It will enhance artistic and technical
abilities by housing all production departments in one location, and provide the capacity to present a
wider array of programming. Additionally, it will aid in establishing partnerships with other theatrical
organizations from around the country with the goal of promoting Palm Beach County as a destination
for new theatrical productions launching onto the national theater scene.
22. Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation Society				
$20,000,000
The Palm Beach Zoo has plans underway to dramatically enhance the zoo-visitor experience over the
next five years, all to bring people closer to wildlife and the natural world. Major improvements will
include a new entry plaza to better welcome and orient visitors and celebrate a rich history of philanthropy and community support. Circulation pathways and plazas will be improved to clarify the Zoo’s
four quadrant design. New animal habitats will present a variety of expanded wildlife experiences representing the many species native to our state, Central and South America, Asia, and a new quadrant
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focused on islands of the world. Joining the Zoo’s diverse collection of big cats, new and old world
primates, dangerous reptiles, and many avian species, plans include a new orangutan exhibit for the
world’s smartest primate. The Zoo’s commitment to education will be enriched by a new 17,000 SF
Zoo School with animal viewing, an outdoor amphitheater, a safari-sleepover and new administration
facility. A new 7,000 SF pavilion will also accommodate a robust events business at the Zoo. Most
importantly, the Zoo plans many integrative projects with the South Florida Science Center including a
zip line and ropes course experience, connective bridges and pathways, expanded parking, and a new
everglades exhibit to demonstrate the environment’s capacity to clean water and support wildlife. All
projects will be designed with sustainability in mind, incorporating renewable energy, water conservation, and waste minimization whenever possible – all to encourage people to act on behalf of wildlife
and the natural world.
23. Prince Theater of Pahokee							$1,750,000
The 1940’s movie theater is being renovated for the purpose of creating an after school program for
at risk students K-8 grade with arts-infused programming. Within walking distance of an elementary
school and other important community resources, this location and the historic structure are perfectly
situated for this purpose.
24. Boca Ballet Theater, Boca Symphonia, Sol Children’s Theater, Youth Orchestra, Harid
Conservatory South County Arts Complex				
$25,000,000
This new, innovative complex for arts and culture will serve as a destination for Palm Beach County
citizens and visitors. The 110,000 square foot state-of-the-art facility will be interdisciplinary, shared by
members of the Boca Raton Cultural Consortium, including The Symphonia, Boca Ballet Theatre, Sol
Children Theatre, Youth Orchestra of Palm Beach County, and FAU’s School of the Arts. It will be dedicated to flexible, leading-edge spaces that respond to present and future needs in the arts, stimulating
the creative economy of our region. The new complex will also serve as an incubator for arts organizations and cultural industries, and will be a hub for K-12 arts audiences and students.
25. South Florida Science Center and Aquarium				
$15,000,000
The Science Center has reached its current capacity and must grow to meet demand, which has
doubled in the past four years. Over the next 5-10 years, 20,000 square feet (40% expansion) will be
added to the existing building for exhibits, classrooms, and museum operations. A large, walk-through
interactive exhibit on the Human Brain will be a featured addition. The 8-acre outdoor Museum Campus
will be completed featuring a 5,000 square foot Education Center; science/nature themed miniature
golf course designed by Gary Nicklaus and Jim Fazio; and the Florida Forever Pathway connected to
25 new hands-on science exhibits, an outdoor bandstand and a run-through fountain. Working with
the Palm Beach Zoo to develop a circulation system of bridges and pathways to connect the Science
Center with the Zoo will result in a combined destination that attracts over 500,000 visitors annually. An
immersive Everglades exhibit will be constructed in cooperation with the Zoo and outside partners, and
an indoor/outdoor Butterfly Pavilion will be built to house brilliant butterflies from around the world. The
Aquariums of the Atlantic exhibit will double in size, making it one of the largest aquariums in Florida.
An outdoor Ropes Course will connect with the Zoo and additional parking will be provided to accommodate the increased attendance. When complete, the South Florida Science Center and Aquarium
will rank among the nation’s top ten medium-sized community-based Science Centers and serve the
public as the anchor institution for informal science learning in Palm Beach County.
26. Lawrence E. Wills Museum: A Museum of the Glades			
$2,000,000
The reason for the renovation of the Lawrence E. Will Museum is simple: to transform this regional gem
to become what it has the potential to be – a dazzling focal point for the City, the region and all of South
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Florida. Unfortunately, Belle Glade is an extremely impoverished, small, rural farming community, and
City funding to enhance a jewel such as the Lawrence E. Will Museum simply does not exist. The minimal amount of funding the City receives from its tax base must be used to maintain streets and provide
services to citizens. A new, modern, proper museum will draw people to the region and the City, which
would in turn help to boost the City’s economic outlook. Even more importantly, however, the Lawrence
E. Will Museum is a genuine “diamond in the rough.” This museum houses some 10,000 artifacts –
pieces that, professionally showcased and exhibited, would tell the vibrant and amazing story of Native
Americans who lived in this region of south Florida many years ago, as well as depict the rich history of
the early settlers to this wilderness. With adequate funding this museum could develop into a magnificent centerpiece for the region – one that would not only properly exhibit its many unique artifacts for
public viewing and educational purposes, but that would also boost the economy of this small City by
drawing tourists as well as art and history lovers from throughout the state and the country.
Opportunity Fund				$38,000,000
By applying the same criteria as that used for the development of the cultural facilities funding list, this
Fund will provide the opportunity for appropriate projects with a high ROI to apply over the next decade.
More than a dozen projects have already been identified through the Pelton Needs Assessment that
are in the pipeline, and more appropriate projects may become evident within the ten years of the sales
tax collection.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction. The Cultural Council embarked on a major initiative in the spring of 2015, to learn
about the needs of the cultural industry and its potential for growth, its health and stability, and its
impact. As part of this overall Cultural Industry Assessment, the Cultural Council of Palm Beach
County hired Charlotte Pelton & Associates to conduct a two-part study comprised of 1) Listening
Sessions with cultural leaders from across the county, and 2) a Survey Questionnaire regarding
cultural organizations’ plans for capital projects in the coming decade and accompanying fundraising
campaigns to fund these projects and continue to build organizational capacity and stability.
This project is essential to the successful growth of the county because as the population grows,
tourism expands, and competition for high paying jobs increases, the infrastructure for non-profit
cultural organizations must be examined and supported so that Palm Beach County retains an
excellent quality of life and remains competitive with other tourism destinations and places to live.
Many of Palm Beach County’s museums, theaters, and cultural facilities are bursting at the seams
with people visiting to see an exhibition, experience an event or enjoy a performance. Our
community must keep up with these demands, with expansion and renovation of facilities and
campuses inevitable. Planning for this growth is the goal of Growing Great.
The goal of the Listening Sessions was to provide an opportunity for the Council to listen to
perspectives of cultural leaders of the area on a wide variety of topics, in order to inform future
plans. The goal of the Survey Questionnaire was to capture detailed information on each project, an
important step in understanding all the major initiatives that are planned for the coming years.
Methodology. Invitations to participate in the listening sessions were distributed widely to 134 arts
and cultural leaders, elected officials, and community leaders in the county, with a total of 42
individuals participating. Four sessions were held in different geographic locations: Boca Raton,
Juno Beach, Lake Worth, and Wellington. Six main subject areas were covered in each session, and
the report is organized accordingly.
Invitations to participate in the survey were also distributed widely to ensure that all organizations
with plans in the making had the opportunity to share those plans with the Council. An email with
survey link was sent to 206 individuals representing cultural organizations, chambers of commerce,
and business and civic organizations. A total of 56 organizations participated in the survey, with a
total of 40 projects quantified through this process and detailed in this report.
Palm Beach County Cultural Organizations’ Current Status. Cultural organizations in the
county are thriving and receiving increasing recognition at the national and international levels. A
growing patronage of the arts and culture includes local visitors and those from outside the county.
Some institutions reported successful fundraising efforts through capital campaigns and state-level
funding. Despite the positive trends, many institutions reported a continued struggle to fundraise
sufficient revenue from diversified resources. Unequivocally, the greatest need cited by organizations
was additional space, or proper venues for their performances and operations.
Community Unmet Needs and Other Challenges. The absence of community-wide plans to
purposefully build arts and culture venues in Palm Beach County is hindering further growth of the
arts and cultural community. Cultural institutions have a mission of public education to Palm Beach
County students, yet report an increasingly difficult time coordinating field trips. There was a strong
sense among participants that local government could play a stronger role in funding the arts and
culture community.
Palm Beach County Cultural Industry’s Impact. The cultural industry in Palm Beach County
improves the quality of life for residents. It has a significant economic impact through tourism as
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well as making the area an attractive place for companies to recruit. Local businesses benefit
significantly from cultural venues.
Future for the Cultural Industry in Palm Beach County. New leadership in Palm Beach County
provides promising opportunities for arts and culture to flourish in the future. Emphasizing arts and
culture in education is important for the future of the children in this county. Arts and culture leaders
appreciate the role of the Cultural Council in advocacy and would welcome continued efforts to raise
awareness about the impact of cultural organizations.
Collaborative Opportunities. Cultural institutions have voluntarily formed localized groups to
enhance collaboration, but in some cases these need to be revived. Cultural leaders would welcome
increased collaboration and partnerships with local businesses.
Interactions with Elected Officials. Cultural leaders expressed quite positive interactions with
their elected officials and felt they are generally supportive on issues important to the cultural
community. There is a desire for elected officials to play a stronger role in advocacy for the cultural
community as a “voice for arts and culture.”
Cultural Industry Plans for Capital Investment in Palm Beach County. By far the most striking
discovery in this process was the extent of capital expenditures being planned. Cultural organizations
plan to add more than 700,000 square feet of expanded space. Cultural organizations and regional
collaborative efforts are in various stages of development for facility renovation and/or expansion.
These represent important steps to address the need countywide for facility expansion to
accommodate growing numbers of patrons and audiences, and renovation to better serve these
patrons and audiences and address repair due to age and changes in technology and design. The 40
projects presented here represent more than $400,000,000 in planned capital projects, with proposed
capital campaign goals totaling in excess of $500,000,000 due to additional plans to raise endowment
funds to ensure organizational stability as these renovated and expanded facilities come online. It
should be noted that the total capital expansion figure is under-reported, due to the fact that a
number of organizations are considering expansion or renovations but could not quantify the
proposed projects at this time. Please refer to Appendices 6 and 7 for project descriptions and
associated capital project details.
Conclusion. Based upon what we learned in the Listening Sessions and through the Survey
Questionnaire, it is clear that the cultural industry is thriving in Palm Beach County and poised for
unprecedented growth. Numerous successes were shared during the listening sessions and in the
survey responses, as well as excitement and optimism for future investment and growth by
participating cultural industry leaders. It is their desire, and that of the Cultural Council (as well as
core to the Council’s mission), to ensure Palm Beach County remains at the forefront as Florida’s
Cultural Capital. The Cultural Council embraced this vision 25 years ago, just as the Kravis Center
opened its doors, the Norton’s first major campaign was underway, and the Palm Beach Zoo and
numerous other cultural institutions, inspired by these industry leaders, began making plans for
growth and change.
However, there are challenges to today’s proposed growth, with the most significant one being the
need for additional space for cultural institutions to grow and thrive, as they work daily to serve
increasing numbers of Palm Beach County residents and visitors alike.
Meeting the core needs of these institutions, including support in their fundraising efforts, will be
critical. Communities all over the country have successfully used public investment in arts and
culture as a means to spur economic prosperity, and because numerous major capital expansions
were identified through this process, consideration of an infusion of funding from public sources for
capital expenses would be prudent. A strong plan is the foundation for this growth. It will also
require collaboration and support by all parties – cultural leaders, educational leaders, elected
officials, and business leaders – to be successful.
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PART ONE: LISTENING SESSIONS
INTRODUCTION
As part of its overall Cultural Industry Assessment in 2015, the Cultural Council of Palm Beach
County secured private funding to conduct listening sessions with cultural leaders in different regions
of the county. The goal of the sessions was simply to provide an opportunity for the Cultural
Council and its Board members to listen to the perspectives of cultural leaders of the area, in order to
inform future planning. As the Cultural Council plans to embark on new initiatives to support
growth in the cultural industry, there was an acknowledgement that input from arts and culture
leaders from all different geographic areas of the county was an important starting point.
In order to truly “listen” and ensure the focus was on the arts and culture leaders, the Cultural
Council hired an external consulting firm, Charlotte Pelton & Associates (CP&A) to facilitate the
listening sessions and develop the final report. CP&A extends our sincere thanks to the willingness
of participants to openly and honestly share their opinions, frustrations, hopes and aspirations
regarding the cultural industry in Palm Beach County during the listening sessions. This report aims
to share those perspectives as accurately as possible.
METHODOLOGY
The Cultural Council invited cultural industry leaders throughout the county, business leaders from
chambers of commerce, and elected officials (City and County Commissioners) to participate in
listening sessions. The goals of the industry assessment were outlined in the invitation, and
participants were encouraged to think of input ahead of their attendance. Invitees were provided
information on all four locations, so they had the choice to attend any session they wished. Please
see Appendix 1 for the locations and dates of the four listening sessions. Sessions were held between
June 25 and July 1, 2015. A total of 134 individuals were invited to attend, with a total of 42
individuals participating.
The sessions were strategically broken down into “participants” or cultural industry leaders and
elected officials, and “observers” or members of the Cultural Council and their Board members.
Please see Appendix 2 for the full list of participants. Note that the locations where participants
attended are purposefully not included, to ensure the anonymity of responses. Because cultural
leaders had the option to attend any session, some participated in geographic areas not related to the
areas where they live and/or work. Thus, the discussions in each location could be seen as
representative for the overall county.
Consultants from Charlotte Pelton & Associates facilitated the listening sessions, with one individual
leading the discussion and another person taking notes and identifying key themes as they emerged.
A standardized agenda and areas of questions were used in each session. Open-ended questions
were used to ensure that the discussion was participant-driven. Please see Appendix 3 for a sample
agenda.
To analyze the information and perspectives shared through the listening sessions, input from each
session was ordered under the six subject areas provided in the agenda. Broad themes have been
identified in each of these areas, and unique aspects of a certain listening session, or particular
geographic area of the county, have also been highlighted. While it is acknowledged that each
comment and idea could not be included in this report, this summary aims to capture the main
themes shared by the county’s arts and cultural leaders.
The report that follows is organized into six subject areas: Palm Beach County cultural
organizations’ current status, community unmet needs, Palm Beach County cultural industry’s
impact, future for our cultural industry, collaborative opportunities, and interactions with elected
officials.
4
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1. Palm Beach County Cultural Organizations’ Current Status
Themes:
! Cultural organizations in the county are thriving, receiving increasing recognition at
national and international levels
! A growing patronage of arts and culture includes local visitors and those from
outside the county
! Some institutions reported successful fundraising efforts through capital campaigns
and state-level funding
! Despite the positive trends, many institutions reported a continued struggle to
fundraise sufficient revenue from diversified resources
! Unequivocally, the greatest need cited by individual organizations was additional
space, or proper venues for their performances and operations
Cultural organizations in the county are thriving, receiving increasing recognition at the
national and international levels. Arts and culture leaders expressed great optimism at the
growing recognition of their institutions in recent years. They reported a tremendous season, with
one performing arts institution sharing that Broadway stars had been involved in their performances.
One participant said he could remember 38 years ago when theater events would be held in a tennis
club in Wellington, versus the larger outdoor venue they have today. Many types of events have
been held in Wellington including “Wellington Idol” for
Culture in PBC
Youth, Touch of Broadway, among others. Events such
“To see great performances, I used to have
as Annual Family Days organized by a participant at the
to travel around the country, but more and
Boca Session have been well received. Museums are
more I am able to find excellent
bringing nationally recognized exhibitions and renowned
performances right here in Palm Beach
lecturers to speak to local audiences. Communities in
County.” Cultural leader and
general have been very supportive and receptive to the
participant at the Lake Worth
Arts. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach,
session
Lake W orth, and W ellington sessions.
A growing patronage of the arts and culture includes local visitors and those from outside the
county. Arts and culture leaders reported increases in patronage of their institutions, and growing
revenues from ticket sales for those that do charge an entry fee. There has been success in increasing
local visitors from school-age students, with one institution reporting an increase of over three times
in the past seven years (around 100,000 students in 2007 to around 320,000 in 2014). One
organization reported over 50% of its attendees coming from outside of Palm Beach County, while
another estimated over 70%. Another institution reported that over 60% of its visitors are from outof-state. Though these rates vary widely by institution, there is an overall sense that external visitors
are increasing. Marketing to a broader audience was credited for increasing the “summer drive
market.” Advertisements on airlines are also thought to have increased the number of guests. See
also discussion under economic impact of cultural industry. Theme identified in Boca Raton and
Juno Beach sessions.
Some institutions reported successful fundraising efforts through capital campaigns, private
funding, and state-level funding. Several organizations that were in the midst of well-planned
capital campaigns reported success in their fundraising efforts. Some were planning capital
campaigns to raise as much as $45 million from individuals and foundations. State-level funding was
another resource touted by organizations as an excellent source of funding to grow their facilities,
particularly for classrooms and laboratories. One participant highlighted the availability of the State
of Florida Cultural Facilities Grants of up to $500,000 per phase of construction. Private funding
was another source of revenue for growth shared by organizations. Theme identified in Juno Beach
and Lake W orth sessions.
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Despite the positive trends, many institutions reported a continued struggle to fundraise
sufficient revenue from diversified sources. Securing sufficient resources remains an ongoing
challenge for cultural institutions. Many issues in fundraising were cited, including ongoing
challenges with Board development and their involvement in fundraising. One organization reported
that fundraising with the general public was challenging, as people often think cultural institutions are
supported by the government and don’t realize their need for private resources. One participant
mentioned that while his organization could raise money for specific issues quite well, core programs
were particularly difficult to fund. Another arts leader reported that a lack of funding could mean no
season for 2016 since money raised from performances isn’t sufficient to cover all costs. Several
smaller institutions mentioned their appreciation of funding from The Community Foundation for
Palm Beach and Martin Counties that enabled them to keep their doors open, but lamented that
funding remained a continued challenge.
Corporate sponsorships were noted as increasingly difficult to obtain. “There are no true corporate
donors that provide large funding,” bemoaned one participant. The one exception was in Wellington
where participants reported that Whole Foods had made strong contributions to the community. In
terms of public resources, elected officials said there is simply very little funding for cultural
institutions at the county level. To diversify funding, revenue-generating ideas included a putt-putt
golf course as part of a museum, retail facilities and restaurants at institutions, and bringing a tenant
to live in a historical home to help cover costs. Yet another creative idea shared by a beautiful
historical institution was to host wedding ceremonies on-site to earn additional revenue. The
importance of creating endowments was also raised by multiple participants to provide
sustained funding that arts and culture institutions so clearly need. Theme identified in Boca
Raton, Juno Beach, Lake W orth, and W ellington sessions.
Unequivocally, the greatest need cited by individual organizations was additional space, or
proper venues for their performances and operations. Participants described a wide variety of
challenges they faced due to the lack of sufficient space and venue. Some lacked a venue entirely for
performances, exhibitions, and operations. Others had
outgrown their venue and were unable to expand to host
Lack of Space/Venue Described by
new performances, exhibitions, etc. Open air spaces
Participants in Listening Sessions:
present another challenge, since they are often rained out • Lack of venue entirely
and most organizations do not have an alternative in
• Venue is too small for current
case of inclement weather. In some cases, organizations
performances
reported the lack of a proper-sized venue for their
• Open-air spaces without an
particular genre (ballet, opera, symphony).
alternative in case of rain
Organizations focused on theater and ballet mentioned
• Lack of proper-sized venues
the challenge of venues without dressing rooms for their
• No dressing rooms for
performers. Another frustration expressed by
performers
participants was the lack of funding for maintenance and
• Lack of funding for maintenance
upkeep of facilities. Still other arts and culture leaders
and upkeep
reported that funds had been provided for the facility
• No funding for operational costs
itself, but they reported an ongoing struggle to keep up
• Need for administrative space for
with basic operational costs. One such example is in
staff
Belle Glade, where the city provided a facility for
• Individual artists struggling to find
the Historical Museum, but no funding is available
space to work
for air conditioning. Administrative space for staff was mentioned multiple times as a challenge,
with some institutions reporting up to five staff sharing an office. Cultural leaders reported that
some artists are struggling to find affordable studio space and galleries to display their work.
Participants also pointed out the significant need for community venues that can be shared by
various institutions (see section 2 for more details). Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach,
Lake W orth, and W ellington sessions.
6
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2. Community Unmet Needs and Other Challenges Facing Cultural Institutions
Themes:
! The absence of community-wide plans to purposefully build arts and culture
venues in Palm Beach County is hindering further growth of the arts and culture
community
! There is a cultural void in Wellington and a multi-purpose venue is essential in
“Serving the Arts Crowd in Wellington”
! Cultural institutions have a mission of public education to Palm Beach County
students, yet report an increasingly difficult time coordinating field trips
! Increased focus on the environment and conservation is important for South
Florida
! Succession planning and ensuring strong future leadership of cultural
institutions has been identified as a challenge
! There was a strong sense among participants that local government could play a
stronger role in funding the arts and culture community
The absence of community-wide plans to purposefully build arts and culture venues in Palm
Beach County is hindering further growth of the arts and culture community. Participants
discussed past attempts at coming together as a community to
address the need for arts and culture venues in their respective
Planning for Growth
areas. Some expressed exasperation that similar conversations
“We need to be planning to build the
were held years ago with little progress, and the fact that the
foundational museums and institutions in
same issues are still being discussed today. The lack of planning
this County, and need to work together.
was clearly identified as a barrier to growth of the entire arts and
We need to collaborate with other cultural
culture community. In Boca Raton, arts and culture leaders
institutions, business leaders, and elected
concerned about these issues formed The Cultural Consortium
officials. If not, we can’t grow.” Cultural
of Greater Boca Raton (see also section on collaboration). Arts
leader at Lake Worth Session
and culture leaders felt that a unified plan with support from
chambers of commerce and city and county leaders would make fundraising much more feasible. An
elected official pointed out that the lack of a plan makes it difficult for the city to support cultural
institutions since organizations may have competing agendas, highlighting the fact that a wellcoordinated plan is important for all parties. On an individual level, some organizations reported
building in increments rather than tackling an overall Master Plan that would cover all capital needs
and operating expenses. The funding environment and related challenges necessitate smaller steps in
growth. Quite possibly, larger community-wide plans could also benefit these individual
organizations whose vision for growth could fit within that plan. Theme identified in Lake W orth,
Boca Raton, and W ellington sessions.
Historical Perspective
Planning for Community Venues
In Boca Raton, participants said
they had held discussions on the
challenge regarding community
venues for the arts 17-18 years ago.
Without a plan, the issue is the same
and has not been addressed all these
years later. In Wellington, one
leader said a community venue had
been discussed as long as he was a
resident. A plan for a community
venue was attempted 10-12 years
earlier, but failed.
7

There is a cultural void in Wellington and a multipurpose venue is essential in “Serving the Arts Crowd
in Wellington.” Arts and culture leaders in Wellington
lamented the fact that their community members had to
travel to other areas of Palm Beach County to enjoy arts
and culture. Even more concerning, they feel they are
experiencing a loss of talent from the area, or a “brain
drain” because there are so few opportunities in
Wellington for aspiring students and other artists. The
Wellington session demonstrated a clear unity around the
desire to serve arts and culture patrons in Wellington, and
build their arts and culture community to the point where
there is a full calendar of events in the area. Participants
also wanted to revitalize arts and culture to make their
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community a more attractive place to live, and encourage people to move to the area.
Cultural leaders in Wellington renewed discussions on an opportunity to build a multi-purpose
Performing Arts Center. The plan was initially discussed over ten years ago, and involved an indoor
theater with a lot of seating and educational facilities for use by many community organizations. An
ideal plot of land of over 10 acres is available at a site near the Wellington Mall. In general, public
officials such as the mayor have been supportive. Ten to eleven years ago, a fundraising group was
hired to bring together sufficient funds but failed. Participants discussed forming an Arts Advisory
Council to spearhead the project and eventually oversee the programming of this facility to ensure
all organizations in the community are able to access it. The wealth of Wellington residents and the
potential of the equestrian community as patrons were discussed as important to the sustainability of
the facility. This theme is unique to the W ellington listening session.
Cultural institutions have a mission of public education to Palm Beach County students, yet
report an increasingly difficult time coordinating field trips with students. Participants in
listening sessions were passionate about their role in public service and education for students (refer
also to section on cultural industry impact). They pointed out the unique experiences that young
people are exposed to through cultural institutions, including exposure to nature and animals native
to the area. Institutions particularly want to reach out to Title I Schools for field trips, and have
secured funding for transportation (buses) since that was initially a challenge. Yet, despite these
advances, lower attendance rates of students at cultural institutions were a major cause for concern of
cultural leaders. There is a perception that schools may not value exposing their students to cultural
opportunities in their community, or that perhaps
The Importance of Field Trips
administrative protocols and liability issues discourage
“Do you realize how many children in this
teachers from taking students on field trips as often. One
county have not seen the ocean? When
participant said schools seem to have a “reserved” attitude
they come to our facility, students are
towards getting students off-site and wondered if logistics
amazed when they see manatees, turtles,
and timing were ongoing difficulties.
and other parts of the natural habitat.
This might be their only chance.”
Arts and culture leaders reported trying different approaches
Participant at Juno Beach Listening
to address the issue, with varying degrees of success. Several
Session
institutions reported that scheduling events outside of school
hours (evenings or weekends) was helpful. One organization
reported a successful shift in programming that has a focus on technology to enhance the interest of
schools and teachers. Some organizations reported success in integrating programming with the
curriculum at schools, but others reported that even with this approach they had low participation
rates. Another approach shared was working through virtual education to involve students without
the need for an on-site visit, but many cultural leaders were adamant that online could never replace
in-person visits to museums and places of natural beauty. “There is a need to broker a stronger
understanding of the school system about the value of cultural institutions,” a participant in Lake
Worth suggested. With the arrival of the new School Superintendent, there is the opportunity to
strengthen the relationship with the School Board and find mutually agreeable solutions. Theme
identified in Juno Beach and Lake W orth sessions.
Increased focus on the environment and conservation is important in South Florida. Cultural
leaders shared their concern for teaching the public about conservation, since change would come
through students and young people. One organization focused on one-on-one conversations and
mini-presentations to visitors to cover these issues. Participants also discussed how the environment
inspires all types of art, and needs to explore opportunities to integrate music and theatre with more
environmentally based programs. Theme identified in Juno Beach and Lake W orth sessions.
Succession planning and ensuring strong future leadership of cultural institutions has been
identified as a challenge. Several arts and culture leaders expressed concern around planning for
8
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future leadership of their organizations. In one instance, the death of a CEO of a performing arts
institution meant that their organization missed an entire season of performances, highlighting the
tremendous need for succession planning. In a separate listening session, this issue was raised as an
important aspect of future planning for organizations. One participant mentioned that to avoid a
situation where an organization is dependent on one individual, its board needs to understand the
issue and take leadership. Ensuring strong future leadership also involves attracting the best and
brightest leaders to cultural institutions in Palm Beach County. Due to a rising cost of living, arts and
culture leaders expressed concern over the challenge in providing suitable salaries to employees of
cultural institutions, particularly its top leaders. Theme identified in Juno Beach and Lake W orth
sessions.
There was a strong sense among participants that local government could play a stronger
role in funding the arts and culture community. Some participants pointed out that other cities
fund growth to make culture accessible to their populations. However in the case of Palm Beach
County, little support from government means arts and culture leaders must raise funds for nearly
their entire budget. Ongoing use of the county’s Bed Tax as an important source of revenue to the
Cultural Council was discussed as an appropriate way to support the arts and culture community.
Funds from the recent increase in the Bed Tax are now being used to provide $1 million in marketing
funding for the arts and culture community, and
participants had excellent feedback about the increased
Government Support of the Arts
traffic to their venues due to that marketing. In several
“In other communities, cultural institutions
sessions, cultural leaders mentioned that a Palm Beach
have a great deal of support from
County Parks and Recreation Bond had been used years
Government. For us here in Palm Beach
ago to provide funds for capital needs, and that the
County, we are responsible for raising
population was accepting of it. Overall, there was a sense
virtually our entire budget year after year.”
that tapping into the taxpayer base as a mechanism to
Participant at Lake Worth Listening
increase the actual assets of cultural institutions was worth
Session
consideration. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Lake
W orth, and W ellington sessions.
3. Palm Beach County Cultural Industry’s Impact
Themes
! The cultural industry in Palm Beach County improves the quality of life for residents
! The cultural industry in Palm Beach County has a significant economic impact,
through tourism as well as making the area an attractive place for companies to
relocate and/or recruit employees
! Local businesses benefit significantly from cultural venues
! The thriving cultural industry provides a well-rounded education to students, and the
opportunity for citizens of all ages to broaden their perspective
The cultural industry in Palm Beach County improves the quality of life for residents.
Cultural leaders emphasized that the institutions in Palm Beach County contribute to improved
quality of life for residents. The diversity of cultural events and activities are what draw many people
to move to the area and remain living here. Arts and culture leaders also pointed out that the
presence of high-class cultural institutions in Palm Beach County was instrumental to encouraging
high net-worth retirees to move to the area. This in turn is an important source of revenue in the
form of property taxes to the county. As mentioned under the section on community unmet needs,
there are parts of the county where cultural growth is needed to improve the quality of life. In
Wellington, community leaders want to encourage arts and culture to improve the quality of life for
residents. They want to expand beyond a three-month season and fill their calendar with cultural
events year-round. In Belle Glade, there is also the need to grow culturally to improve the quality of
life for residents. Theme identified in Boca Raton, and Lake W orth, and W ellington sessions.
9
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The cultural industry in Palm Beach County has a significant economic impact, through
tourism as well as making the area an attractive place for companies to relocate and/or
recruit employees. Tourism is a driving economic factor in Palm Beach County, and cultural
institutions draw tourists who are interested in unique activities. Some of the cultural institutions
offer opportunities that can be found in few other places of the country, such as seeing rescued sea
turtles and visiting a historic lighthouse. One organization reported that 60% of its visitors are from
out-of-state, emphasizing the uniqueness of the cultural institutions here. Some are repeat guests and
return on a yearly basis. External marketing on airlines appears to have been successful in drawing
visitors from outside the county, and institutions expressed their gratitude for the marketing grants
and support of the Cultural Council. Tourists also come to Palm Beach County from other parts of
Florida. Organizations reported as much as 50%, 60% and 70% of their attendees coming from
outside the county. These organizations are tapping into the “summer drive” market of residents
who live within driving distance to visit the institutions. In contrast, several organizations such as a
theater and the zoo reported primarily local resident attending. For companies considering relocating
to the area or looking to recruit the highest level of talent, a strong cultural community is a key
advantage. Potential recruits are looking for a high quality of life for their families, and thus cultural
offerings are essential. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach, and Lake W orth sessions.
Local businesses benefit significantly from cultural venues. Cultural leaders shared that local
hotels and restaurants receive a boost from their institutions. Often tourists ask for
recommendations nearby, and thus they recommend local businesses. The direct economic impact
of arts and culture can be quantified; one participant shared that one of their performances resulted
in the sale of 600 hotel rooms. Participants felt that the local business community may not realize
how much of their business in the area can be attributed to cultural venues. The institutions have to
pay significant costs to keep up their venues, particularly if they are historical, and they expressed a
desire for the business community to understand the value that these provide to the area. Some
suggested that raising awareness among chambers of commerce leadership could be helpful. A
practical suggestion from another participant involved providing a token to each client to give to the
local business to acknowledge the referral from the cultural institution. Theme identified in Boca
Raton and Juno Beach sessions.
The thriving cultural industry in Palm Beach County provides a well-rounded education to
students, and the opportunity for citizens of all ages to broaden their perspective.
Participants felt strongly that their mission involves educating students in Palm Beach County, as well
as providing cultural opportunities to citizens of all ages. This public service was particularly
emphasized in the area of teaching local history.
Through the Eyes of a Mother
Cultural institutions provide an opportunity for people
“I understood the importance of our public
to learn about how Florida used to be before
service, when I saw a migrant mother
modernization and air conditioning. Many retirees who
watching her child play the tambourine on
have relocated to the area now live here year-round and
stage for the first time. She had tears in her
enjoy the cultural facilities. To ensure wider use of
eyes, seeing her daughter perform music and
facilities, some strongly advocated for the need of
having access to this wonderful opportunity.”
subsidizing entry to museums to increase attendance.
Participant at Juno Beach Listening
Price has been determined to be a barrier. One museum
Session
was able to find funding to open the facility for free on
Saturdays over the next two years, and already has seen a dramatic increase in attendees. “We are
creating cultured Floridians all over the county. It’s our job to serve the public,” one participant in the Lake
Worth session stated to underscore the importance of the public service and provision of subsidies.
Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach, and Lake W orth sessions.
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4. Future for Cultural Industry in Palm Beach County
Themes
! New leadership in Palm Beach County provides promising opportunities for arts and
culture to flourish in the future
! Emphasizing ‘Arts and Culture in Education’ is important for the future of the
children in this county
! There is tremendous potential for continued expansion and growth of the cultural
industry in Palm Beach County
! Incorporating new technology is key to maintaining relevance to a younger audience
and continuing to grow as an industry
! Arts and cultural leaders appreciate the role of the Cultural Council in advocacy and
would welcome continued efforts to raise awareness about the impact of cultural
organizations
New leadership in Palm Beach County provides promising opportunities for arts and culture
to flourish in the future. Participants in the listening sessions were optimistic about the future of
the cultural industry in Palm Beach County. They pointed to new leadership in several areas to
underscore their enthusiasm. The new President of Florida Atlantic University (FAU) is reportedly
strongly committed to arts and culture, and included in the strategic plan of the University a point on
emphasizing culture in South Florida. Equally significant, the new School Superintendent has been
recently appointed for Palm Beach County and is understood to be supportive of arts and culture.
This provides an opportunity to create stronger ties with the School District and increase
participation of students in cultural activities. One of the needs highlighted by participants is
emphasizing Arts in Education, so this strong leadership may provide just the foundation needed.
Theme identified in Boca Raton and Lake W orth sessions.
Emphasizing “Arts and Culture in Education” is important for the future of children in this
county. Participants emphasized the importance of arts and cultural education, rather than the sole
focus on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) that has been emphasized in
recent years. Several pointed to the impact of arts and cultural education for high academic
achievement for students in Palm Beach County, providing the example of nine valedictorians from
high schools that had participated in their institutions. Other ideas to ensure children are able to
participate in arts and culture include finding ways to provide instruments to children. Music can
also be used in creative ways to work with the autistic community. Theme identified in Boca
Raton, Juno Beach, and W ellington sessions.
There is tremendous potential for continued expansion and growth of the cultural industry in
Palm Beach County. Several organizations participating in the sessions have plans for significant
growth, and are in the middle of expansive capital campaigns. One stated it is deeply committed to
becoming a nationally recognized institution in the
Opportunity for Expansion
future. As described earlier, a multi-purpose center is
“We have the opportunity to build high
once again under discussion in Wellington, which will
quality institutions over the next 30 years.
enable the cultural industry to expand. Some
We are creating the foundation of essential
participants envisioned significant growth of the entire
cultural institutions in this County like New
industry in the next 30 years. One key factor in Palm
York did many years ago. ”
Beach County’s ability to attain this growth is the
Participant at Wellington Listening
opportunity for transfer of wealth and resources from
Session
private individuals in the coming years. Many high networth retirees have relocated here and become Florida
residents. Fewer retirees are truly seasonal; many have a sense of belonging to their new community.
Often it is cultural institutions that retirees connect with first in the community when they are
relocating. With high net-worth retirees as important patrons, the cultural community may receive
11
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private gifts of art collections and other forms of financial donations. In Boca Raton specifically,
arts and cultural leaders see an opportunity for a cultural revival, particularly in the area
northeast of FAU. They feel the timing is right for the cultural industry to expand significantly in
their area. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach, Lake W orth, and W ellington sessions.
Incorporating new technology is key to maintaining relevance to a younger audience and
continuing to grow as an industry. Arts and cultural leaders raised the point of new technology
numerous times in the sessions, in relation to engaging students and in terms of remaining relevant in
the future. Tapping into new technology is important during growth and expansion of the industry.
New facilities need to be equipped with updated technology such as different forms of lighting for
theater and dance. Participants emphasized that it is important to continue thinking outside of the
box in terms of incorporating technology. On a related note, cultural leaders discussed how some art
forms evolve, and the importance of keeping up with these trends. One participant said he felt there
might be the opportunity in the future to “reinvent ballet,” for example. Another shared the view
that the definition of museum might change in the future, and that there could be the opportunity
for mobile exhibits or aspects of museums. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach, and
W ellington sessions.
Arts and cultural leaders appreciate the role of the Cultural Council in advocacy and would
welcome continued efforts to raise awareness about the impact of cultural organizations.
Participants recognized the Cultural Council as a strong voice and advocate for them in the
community. Organizations mentioned that the continued guidance and optimism of the Cultural
Council was important. Arts and cultural leaders said they would welcome additional engagement,
such as in joint meetings between arts and culture institutions, the Cultural Council, and elected
officials to continue building more political support for their efforts. Cultural leaders also saw an
important role for the Council to serve as a sort of “Ambassador” in the educational system to
address some of the challenges related to field trips discussed earlier. Theme identified in Boca
Raton, Juno Beach, and Lake W orth sessions.
5. Collaborative Opportunities
Themes
! Cultural institutions have voluntarily formed localized groups to enhance
collaboration, but in some cases these need to be revived
! Increased collaboration and partnerships with local businesses would be welcomed
by cultural leaders
! Collaboration among cultural institutions can be challenging in such a
geographically large county, and a countywide event could be instrumental in
bringing together institutions as well as elected officials and the business community
Cultural institutions have voluntarily formed localized groups to enhance collaboration, but
in some cases these need to be revived. As described earlier under community unmet needs,
issues facing the arts and culture community such as increased venue space have been discussed for
many years. Local groups were formed to bring artists and leaders together to discuss common
needs. In Boca Raton, institutions came together to work towards the future of arts and culture in
their community and formed the Cultural Consortium of Greater Boca Raton. In Juno Beach, the
Northern Palm Beaches Cultural Alliance was originally formed to bring together executive directors
of organizations. In practice, participants reported that this has become more of a working meeting
where senior leadership does not take part. In Juno, there was a renewed commitment of leaders to
meet informally over a cup of coffee or lunch to continue collaboration. In Wellington, arts and
cultural leaders have coordinated together but not in a formal manner. Participants were focused on
forming Arts Advisory Council to advocate and collaborate on issues surrounding arts and culture in
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their community. This committee would be a linkage to the City Council for planning their multipurpose facility. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach, and W ellington sessions.
Cultural leaders would welcome increased collaboration and partnerships with local
businesses. Participants expressed a strong desire for increased engagement by the business
community. In Wellington, arts and cultural leaders pointed out that the Chamber, Rotary, and
Kiwanis should be more involved with supporting arts and culture. One participant mentioned an
invitation by Abacoa Town Center to plan a day of activities to draw crowds to the businesses in
Abacoa. They are interested in other organizations coming as well and are trying to find unique ways
to increase patronage of their stores and restaurants. Theme identified in Boca Raton, Juno Beach,
and W ellington sessions.
Collaboration among cultural institutions can be challenging in such a geographically large
county, and a countywide event could be instrumental in bringing together institutions as
well as elected officials and the business community. In such a large county, many
neighborhoods are not linked to a specific municipality, which can make them more difficult to
reach. Many people live in gated communities, and this can pose a further challenge to collaboration.
Cultural leaders also mentioned challenges including limited time and resources. Often, they must
prioritize the mission of their own organization to ensure they are able to meet their own bottom line
financially. To address these challenges and to bring together the wider community, an elected
official suggested a Countywide Celebration of the Arts Day. This could bring together the wide
variety of cultural institutions, as well as key stakeholders such as the School Board, to experience the
richness and diversity of cultural institutions in the county. It would also provide an opportunity to
engage the business community. Theme identified in Lake W orth session.
6. Interactions with Elected Officials
Themes
! Cultural leaders expressed quite positive interactions with their elected officials and
felt they are generally supportive on issues important to the cultural community
! There is a desire for elected officials to play a stronger role in advocacy for the
cultural community, as a “voice for the arts and culture”
! Cultural institutions want elected officials to be able to articulate their economic
benefit to Palm Beach County to the business community and beyond (see also
cultural industry impact)
Cultural leaders expressed quite positive interactions with their elected officials. Overall,
participants were pleased with communication with elected officials, from city leaders to county
commissioners. Most reported keeping them informed of their activities on a regular basis. Local
relationships at the city level seemed to be the strongest and most helpful to cultural leaders. For
example, the Mayor of West Palm Beach has reportedly been very helpful in promoting cultural
events. Participants from Boca Raton reported strong local relationships. In Wellington, leaders
reported open access to elected officials. One participant even received a call of congratulations
from their elected official on an arts award he had recently received. Most arts and cultural leaders
reported that elected officials were generally supportive on issues important to the cultural
community. In terms of state-level officials, participants said they were in touch by email and that
legislators had been supportive of grants. The role of the Cultural Council providing a linkage to the
county was reportedly very helpful to arts and cultural leaders. Theme identified in Boca Raton,
Juno Beach, Lake W orth, and W ellington sessions.
There is a desire for elected officials to play a stronger role in advocacy for the cultural
community, as a “voice for the arts and culture.” While arts and cultural leaders were on the
whole satisfied with their elected officials, there was a call for them to be stronger advocates for
13
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issues important to the cultural institutions. One such issue is the importance of arts and cultural
education (see section on future for cultural industry). Other important issues raised by participants
were advocacy for the preservation of local history through cultural institutions, and promoting an
understanding of the importance of community venues for performing arts (see discussion in
community unmet needs). Theme identified in Boca Raton and W ellington sessions.
Cultural institutions want elected officials to be able to articulate their economic benefit to
Palm Beach County to the business community and beyond. Participants in the session felt that
elected officials need a strong knowledge of cultural institutions’ economic impact in the area (see
section on cultural industry impact). They want officials to know they are job creators, employing
local individuals, and also an important of revenue through sales tax at their retail stores. To increase
dialogue with officials, more localized meetings with the town council were cited as an important
step forward. In addition, a joint meeting with council members facilitated by the Cultural Council
was also discussed. Theme identified in Juno Beach session.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this portion of the report is to reflect the wide range of views shared during listening
sessions with cultural leaders in Palm Beach County. While the circumstances of no two cultural
institutions are alike, there seemed to be consensus that the cultural industry in Palm Beach County is
thriving, and is poised to continue to grow. Yet, future growth is very much dependent on factors
such as diversifying funding sources and securing additional venues and space for the organizations.
Support from elected officials, educational leaders, the business community, the Cultural Council,
and collaboration among the organizations themselves is also critical to that growth. Without a
comprehensive plan, these same conversations may be repeated in ten to twenty years, just as arts
and cultural leaders in Boca and Wellington repeated having similar discussions years ago.
With the collaborative, optimistic attitude of cultural leaders in the community, the future does look
promising. New enthusiastic leadership in Palm Beach County -- including the Palm Beach County
Administrator, the President of Florida Atlantic University, the President of Palm Beach State
College, and Palm Beach County School District’s Superintendent, as well as the heads of the Flagler
Museum, Boca Raton Museum of Art, and Old School Square, to name a few -- also provide fresh
opportunities for the cultural community to fulfill its vision.
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PART TWO: CULTURAL INDUSTRY QUESTIONNAIRE
INTRODUCTION
As part of the Cultural Industry Assessment, Charlotte Pelton & Associates (CP&A) developed an
electronic survey in collaboration with the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County—the “Cultural
Industry Assessment Questionnaire.” The purpose of the Questionnaire was to gather and assess
organization-specific information from non-profit cultural institutions in Palm Beach County
regarding their plans for construction, renovation, and/or capital growth in the coming decade. This
data has been utilized to inform the proposed Cultural Facilities Grant Program supporting projects
that create jobs in construction and cultural tourism; expand access and education in arts and culture,
humanities, and sciences; and improve the quality of life in cities and towns across Palm Beach
County.
METHODOLOGY
CP&A administered the survey via e-mail, with survey invitations sent out to all Palm Beach County
cultural organizations identified by the Cultural Council.
The goals of the survey were outlined in the invitation, and participants were encouraged to develop
their responses in advance of survey completion due to the comprehensive nature of the survey
questions about planned projects.
The survey was sent to 206 individuals representing cultural organizations, chambers of commerce,
and business and civic organizations. A total of 56 organizations participated in the survey, with a
total of 40 projects quantified through this process.
The survey invitation was emailed during the first week of June 2015, and the survey was closed in
December 2016. CP&A worked closely with Cultural Council staff and cultural organization leaders
to verify each organization’s data as submitted via the survey instrument,
See Appendix 4 for a complete list of survey participants. All survey questions are listed in Appendix
5. Refer to Appendices 6 and 7 for project descriptions and associated capital project details.
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY
Participating organizations described the reasons for their capital projects and needs, which range
from outdated buildings and facilities, to lack of a space altogether. A great majority of organizations
have outgrown their current spaces and are limited in their programming as a result.
Why is this expansion/renovation necessary?
Facilities need to be expanded
to accommodate patrons/audiences
Facilities need to be renovated
to better serve patrons/audiences
Facilities are in need of renovation
and repair due to age
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Please provide any other comments to better describe the necessity.
Participants’ comments mirrored the chart on the previous page. They described their needs in terms
of
! Growth in audience and programming needs outpacing
Surging Attendance
their ability to expand their facilities;
“As the only unit of the National
! Lack of key arts and culture venues in several regions of
Conservation Lands east of the Mississippi
the county; and
River, Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse and
! Lack of funds for updating decaying buildings and
Museum is experiencing 20% increases
infrastructure.
each year and have reached an
Many participants mentioned the lack of key arts and culture
venues in western, central and southern Palm Beach County. These
findings were consistent with the discussions in the listening
sessions.

unsustainable point in our growth. We are
struggling to provide visitor services,
including exhibit space, classrooms, meeting
areas, performance /presentation space,
research and archives storage, workspace,
maintenance plant, café and offices.”
Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse Museum

Participants cited decaying infrastructure and inadequate, outdated
facilities. “Many repairs need to be done to ensure the health and
safety of patrons who attend the museum,” one person said.
Another described the inadequacy of their facilities: “All of our museum buildings—except our
recent expansion—were constructed in the 1960s. All of our educators—and some classrooms—are
in trailers on a back lot. Our outdoor Museum Campus consists of outdated and tired facilities,
almost all of which require updating…Museum attendance has doubled from less than 100,000 to
225,000/year in just four years. We are very popular and we've outgrown our space.”
The Need for an Outdoor Venue
in Delray Beach
“With over 500,000 guest per year,
Old School Square is under continuous
duress. The sod is replaced once and
sometimes twice a year. Attendance at
outdoor concerts often exceeds our
capacity. We are unable to book
national touring acts due to the limited
seating capacity of our outdoor venue.
The downtown Delray Beach area does
not have a fully-functioning green space.”
Old School Square

Participants described plans for collaboration among
cultural organizations and public institutions, such as the
re-use of Boynton’s Beach’s Old High School facility,
which “will consolidate the city’s cultural programs into
one historic downtown building. The rehabilitated space
will accommodate the needs of Boynton’s growing
population, reduce future operating costs, and contribute
to downtown regeneration and economic development
while respecting the city’s historic character.”

Another collaborative effort presents a plan for a shared
performance space in Boca Raton, the South County Arts
Complex. “This multi-use facility will provide classroom
space for connections to the public schools, rehearsal
space, and performance space. Nonprofit cultural organizations proposed to use it include Sol
Children's Theatre, The Symphonia, Boca Ballet Theatre, Youth Symphony of Palm Beach County,
The Harid Conservatory, FAU School of the Arts, EPOCH, Master Chorale, and the Festival of the
Arts,” according to a Cultural Consortium of Greater Boca Raton representative.
Other cultural industry gaps to fill are:
! Quality afterschool care for the underserved communities in Palm Beach County
! Affordable residential and studio facilities for professional artists
! Theatre and other flex space fulfilling community need, including classrooms/space for
young actors programs and children’s theatre
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What is the expected timeline for your expansion project?
Of the 40 projects identified, these cultural organizations are in various stages of planning, both for
project planning and construction, and fundraising planning and campaigns. Several organizations
are not far enough along in their plans to indicate timelines for design and construction or
fundraising efforts associated with these plans.
Timeline for planning project design
Number of organizations that:
Already completed their project design
Plan to start their design in by 2016
Plan to start their design in 2017-2018
Plan to complete their design by 2016
Plan to complete design by 2017-2018
Plan to complete design by 2019-2021

9
23
5
8
6
1

Timeline for project construction
Number of organizations that:
Already completed their project construction
Plan to start construction by 2016
Plan to start construction in 2017-2018
Plan to start construction in 2019-2021
Plan to complete construction by 2016
Plan to complete construction by 2017-2018
Plan to complete construction by 2019-2021

3
14
10
7
1
6
9

Timeline for capital fundraising planning
Number of organizations that:
Already finished fundraising planning
Plan to start their fundraising planning by 2016
Plan to start their fundraising planning in 2017-2018
Plan to complete their fundraising planning by 2016
Plan to complete fundraising planning by 2017-2018

7
24
5
7
6

Timeline for capital fundraising campaign
Number of organizations that:
Already completed their fundraising
Plan to start their fundraising by 2016
Plan to start their fundraising in 2017-2018
Plan to start their fundraising in 2019-2021
Plan to complete fundraising by 2017-2018
Plan to complete fundraising by 2019-2021

1
20
12
1
7
9

Size of Expansion
These organizations projected a total of more than 700,000 square feet to be added to existing
facilities, with an average of 25,000 + square feet being added. Further, three projects were identified
as needed in the central, south and western parts of the county, multi-purpose venues that could add
significant square footage once built. Four organizations that responded to this question do not plan
to add any additional square feet at this time.
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In many cases, plans will greatly expand these organizations and fulfill their needs for additional
capacity to serve growing audience demand. The reader should keep in mind that these numbers do
not account for greatly expanded exhibits, nor does it account for outdoor green space expansion
articulated in many of the projects.
What sources of potential funding have you already identified and/or secured for these
capital needs?
A significant number of organizations have begun conversations with donors and funders about their
plans, ensuring that their supporters are in agreement with these proposed projects. Some have
already begun their campaigns, with others (as previously noted) in the early phases of planning.
Gifts or pledges
from private donors

Public foundation
support

Private foundation
support

Corporate support

Private financing

Bank financing

Existing assets

18
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What are the project capital costs and campaign goal? (These figures do not include operating
or programmatic costs.)
The following chart shows average project costs of $12,067,543 and total costs in aggregate of
$422,364,000. It must be noted that these average and aggregate costs are undervalued, due to the fact that several
respondents could not provide cost projections at this time.
The chart also shows projected capital campaign goals to support the construction as well as
significant endowment goals to assure future operations. The average campaign goal for each
project totals $14,668,400, with the aggregate campaign goal for all projects at $513,394,000, which
also accounts for endowment goals included in many plans. It must again be noted that these average and
aggregate campaign goals are undervalued, due to the fact that several respondents could provide campaign projections at
this time.
Readers should also keep in mind that the costs of these 40 projects (and accompanying campaign
goals) vary widely, with projects ranging from a low of $100,000 (Boca Raton Children’s Museum) to
a high of $84,000,000 (Norton Museum of Art).
Total project capital
Costs

Aggregate: $422,364,000

Total campaign goal

Aggregate: $513,394,000

Total campaign goal
related to capital

Total campaign goal
related to endowment

Aggregate: $422,364,000

Aggregate: $91,030,000

Number of Dollars

During the Listening Sessions, three significant projects were identified as long needed in Boca
Raton, West Palm Beach, and Wellington -- multi-purpose venues that could add significant square
footage and capital investment once built.
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Describe the benefits your project will have to the community and to tourists.
Tourist benefits
Palm Beach County’s cultural organizations describe their
Profound Cultural Experiences
offerings as world-class cultural destinations and major drivers
“Tourists
often look to be entertained and
of tourism. They collectively envision a thriving and dynamic
stimulated
by the Florida culture that has
arts and culture scene in Palm Beach County on par with other
evolved over two centuries of development.
major U.S. cities. They offer (and/or will offer) tourists:
Our view is that a deeper, more impactful,
! World class cultural destinations showcasing South
and inspiring experience based upon respect
Florida’s unique arts and culture scene;
for wildlife and the Florida prize - our
! World class ecotourism destinations highlighting
environment
- will bring more tourists to
South Florida’s unique marine environment;
conclude
that
Palm Beach County is indeed
! National acts, and festival style, multi-day
a
culturally
rich
place, which we believe is
performance can attract regional, national, and
essential
to
our
long
term success in every
international tourists to an already vibrant tourist
definition
of
the
term.”
destination;
Palm Beach Zoo and Conservation
! Places to buy local art;
Society
! Referrals to local restaurants, cultural events, and
other businesses;
! Agritourism, archeotourism, birding, Black Heritage Trail tourism, and Native American
Heritage Trail tourism; and
! A plethora of compelling reasons to come to Palm Beach County.
Art as a Driver of Tourism
“Art museums are particularly potent drivers of tourism, offering experiences that cannot be
had anywhere else in the world, especially at institutions with strong collections like the
Norton's. According to the Museum's visitor survey, more than half of all tourists visiting
the Norton made plans to visit the Museum before arriving in Palm Beach County and
more than two-thirds said arts and cultural opportunities were a factor in their decision to
make the trip. In 2013-14, the Norton received visitors from all 50 states and from
countries around the world, underscoring the Museum's strength as a beacon for tourists.
With a new building of international architectural significance and 21,000 more square feet
to exhibit works of art, the Norton is confident that it will draw more tourists to Palm
Beach County than ever before.” Norton Museum

Many
organizations
cite that a
large
proportion of
their patrons
visit from
outside Palm
Beach County,
in some cases,
making up
half of all
visitors.

Community benefits
Common themes include:
! Increased quality of life via enhanced cultural and educational opportunities for residents;
! Expanded educational programming for county youth; and
! Economic development as a driver of community advancement.
Participating organizations offer residents:
! Family-friendly cultural offerings, exhibits, and workshops;
! Science and environmental education opportunities for children and adults;
! Resources for artists and lovers of the arts;
! Opportunities for residents to learn about and support the preservation of local flora and
fauna;
! Cultural opportunities for residents of diverse ages and socio-economic backgrounds;
! Outdoor public green and pedestrian spaces;
20
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Community Enrichment
“Children's theater changes lives profoundly and permanently. It opens the mind to imaginative thinking and creative selfexpression, unlike any other experience. Today, when most children spend most of their time on cell phones, iPads or
computers, it is more important than ever to provide them with an alternative. Studies have shown that young people who
participate in the performing arts are better able to reason, communicate, appreciate teamwork and develop senses of
commitment, discipline and self-confidence, while making them better community citizens.”
Delray Beach Playhouse
! Preservation of cultural and historic assets;
! Opportunities to learn about local history;
! Prestigious exhibits and internationally-acclaimed artists who offer classes and
demonstration;
! Cutting edge live/work units; “the introduction of community space for the arts”;
! Botanicals gardens targeted to the “52% of citizens [who] garden as a past-time”;
! Rental facilities such as wedding and special events venues, meeting spaces, and
theater/performance space;
! Jobs and internships;
Arts Access for All
! Civic pride and a sense of place;
“Center for Creative Education is an "Arts in Education"
! Patrons to local business owners;
organization whose focus is reach children who are at risk, both
socially and educationally, through art. It will serve as an
! After school programs and school
"affordable" venue for all residents of Palm Beach County who seek
field trips; and
to have art as a part of their lives.”
! Free and reduced fee access to arts
Center for Creative Education
exhibits and classes, among many
others.
What provisions have been made to ensure that the organization can successfully operate the
newly renovated/expanded facility/campus?
Many of the organizations participating in the Questionnaire
have undergone or are in the midst of strategic planning to
ensure sustainable growth to support their plans for expansion.
Common strategies for sustainable growth include:
! Increased revenues from expanded programming to
offset increased overhead expenses;
! Increased endowment income to offset increased
expenses;
! Increased staff and board capacity for expanding annual
fundraising; and
! Smart planning, which will require little to no need for
additional operating expenses.

Strategic Growth
“An endowment campaign will occur
simultaneously with the capital campaign to
provide some of the operating costs. We have
begun working with the Bureau of Land
Management to identify needs and increase staff
and funding for the operations post expansion.
Private donors interested in the capital
campaign will be approached to pledge funds
towards the Endowment Fund. Additional
revenue streams will be included in the
expansion plans, including a café and rental
venues, a greatly expanded gift shop, guided
kayak tours and interpreted boat rides, greater
admissions capacity.”
Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse Museum

Numerous participants described a multi-tiered approach to
increasing revenues; for example a combination of increased
earned income from programs, membership revenues, and
endowment income, along with plans for long-term donor cultivation.

Some participants mentioned plans for partnerships and collaboration with other organizations and
local institutions. In addition, some facilities are based in state-funded institutions and therefore have
a portion of their operating costs ensured. In one case, expanded research facilities will open up the
pool of potential grant funding significantly.
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What is your organization's current FY annual operating budget?
The following chart shows average and aggregate operating budget expenditures. Readers need to
keep in mind that these figures represent only 32 of Palm Beach County’s cultural institutions, and
eight survey participants did not respond to this question.
Annual operating expenses
$99,324,094 in aggregate

Annual operating revenues from
philanthropy/individual giving
Annual operating revenues
from grants

$23,875,805 in aggregate

$8,021,540 in aggregate

Annual operating revenues
from earned revenue

$29,447,929 in aggregate

Annual operating revenues from
public (tax based) support
Annual operating revenues
from endowment revenue

$16,564,495 in aggregate

$7,091,925 in aggregate

Number of Dollars

Currently underway is the Americans for the Arts’ study, Arts & Economic Prosperity V, which will
provide a current, complete picture of the industry and its economic impact in Palm Beach County.
It will be available in June 2017. Please refer to the Americans for the Arts website for their 2012
study, Arts & Economic Prosperity IV, for the most recent picture of the industry and its economic
impact in Palm Beach County.
Please provide employment information.
Following chart shows the average and total number of employees at 35 of the 40 participating
organizations.
Current full time employees
(494 total)

Current part time employees
(630 total)

Current full time equivalents
(FTEs)
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(628 total)

Please provide any other demographic information you think may help in analyzing survey
results.
The Cultural Council's geographic
service area is Palm Beach County,
Supporting a Diverse Audience
massive from both a physical and
“We would like for every child to have the opportunity to
population perspective. The land
experience the thrill of "live" theatre, as well as the opportunity to
area of Palm Beach County is 1,974
participate either on-stage or backstage. Many families struggle
square miles, making it as the largest
managing budgets when they have children…At the Delray
county in Florida and one of the
Beach Playhouse Children's Theatre we welcome these families
largest counties east of the Mississippi
with low cost tickets, excellent productions, performances, props
River. To the east, the county enjoys
and scenery…In addition, we provide scholarships for students
pristine
beaches and the Atlantic
who can't afford acting classes or camps, and discounted or free
Ocean,
to
the west is Lake
tickets to underprivileged camp groups coming to see our children
Okeechobee, vast natural wildlife
perform. You will see a diverse group in both our young
preserves, and miles of farming and
performers and those that come to see them.”
sugar cane fields.
Delray Beach Playhouse
Given the growth this county has experienced and that is expected to continue, the needs for
expansion and renovation of these cultural organizations and others is not surprising. In 2013, the
U.S. Census Bureau estimated that the population of Palm Beach County was 1,355,759. This
represents a 3.0% increase in population since the 2010 Census. Palm Beach County expects a 27%
increase in population growth from 2010 through 20351 - the largest growth in Florida counties.
The bureau estimates double digit growth in the 55-74 age group – the largest demographic for
theatre audiences.
The population diversity continues to expand: 18.2% of county residents are African-American,
20.1% are Latino and 2.6% are Asian.
Between 2008-2012, the median household income was $52,806, which was higher than the state
average of $47,309. However, the percentage of people living below the poverty level in Palm Beach
County grew from 10.1% in 2008 to 14% in 2012.
Cultural organizations participating in this study serve diverse and varied populations. Many
organizations, such as the Center for Creative Education (CCE), target underserved populations.
CCE for example, is located in one of the 10 “most challenged” zip codes in the county. Much of
their programming (as well as that of many others) is targeted at those who would not otherwise be
able to afford exposure to the arts or arts-based education. According to their Executive Director,
“The majority of the students CCE works with live in economically and socially challenging
circumstances and are considered ‘at risk’ of educational failure.”

“2015 Population Allocation Model.” Intergovernmental Section of the Planning Division, Planning, Zoning &
Building Department, Palm Beach County, Florida. 31 July 2015.
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A major segment of arts and culture audiences in Palm Beach County are tourists. The demographics
of visitors to the Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse & Museum, for example, include 23% local residents, 24%
Florida residents outside of the county, 47% out of state visitors, and 6% international visitors.
The Palm Beach Zoo serves a
large number of tourists annually:
“Attendance at the Palm Beach
Zoo this year is expected to
exceed 320,000, which would be
an all time record. One third of
all visitors to the Palm Beach
Zoo are out of county tourists.
21% of our guests are first time
visitors to the Zoo,” reported the
zoo’s representative.

Botanical Gardens among Top Tourist Attractions
“There is currently a large push in our community to generate more bedtax dollars to support one of Palm Beach County's most substantial
revenue generator. In major cities across the US and around the world,
billions of dollars are being put towards development of botanical gardens
with new missions, which in turn has been shown to generate considerable
revenue from peripheral businesses. In surveys taken by Google,
TripAdvisor and Yelp, botanical gardens with new missions have become
in the top 5 tourist attractions. In Palm Beach County, there exists a
huge influx of tourists and snowbirds during the months of October
through April and there are limited numbers of organizations with
beautiful outdoor spaces.”
Mounts Botanicals Garden

Conclusion. The goal of the
Survey Questionnaire was to
capture detailed information on each project, an important step in understanding all the major
initiatives that are planned for the coming years. This report provides a summary of 40 of these
projects. Please refer to Appendix 6 for a summary of each of these projects.

Based upon what we learned in the Listening Sessions and through the Survey Questionnaire, it is
clear that the cultural industry is thriving in Palm Beach County and poised for continued growth.
Numerous successes were shared during the sessions and in the survey responses, as well as
excitement and optimism for future investment and growth by participating cultural industry leaders.
It is their desire, and that of the Cultural Council (as well as core to the Cultural Council’s mission),
to ensure Palm Beach County remains at the forefront as Florida’s Cultural Capital, a vision the
Cultural Council embraced 25 years ago just as the Kravis Center opened its doors, the Norton’s first
major campaign was underway, and Palm Beach Zoo and numerous other cultural institutions,
inspired by these industry leaders, began making plans for growth and change.
However, there are challenges to today’s proposed growth, with the most significant one being
additional space for cultural institutions to grow and thrive, as they work daily to serve increasing
numbers of Palm Beach County residents and visitors, alike.
Meeting the core needs of these institutions, including support in their fundraising efforts, will be
critical. Communities all over the country have successfully used public investment in arts and
culture as a means to spur economic prosperity, and because numerous major capital expansions
were identified through this process, consideration of an infusion of funding from public sources for
capital expenses would be prudent. A strong plan is the foundation for this growth. It will also
require collaboration and support by all parties – cultural leaders, educational leaders, elected
officials, and business leaders – to be successful.
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Appendix 1: Listening Sessions Locations and Times

Boca Raton Listening Session
Boca Raton Museum of Art
501 Plaza Real
Boca Raton, FL, 33432
June 25, 2015 3:30-5:30pm
Wellington Listening Session
Lake Wellington Professional Complex
12230 W. Forest Hill Blvd.
Wellington, FL, 33414
June 30, 2015 3:30-5:30pm
Juno Beach Listening Session
Loggerhead Marinelife Center
14200 U.S. Hwy. 1
Juno Beach, FL 33408
July 1, 2015 8:30-10:30am
Lake Worth Listening Session
Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
601 Lake Avenue
Lake Worth, FL 33460
July 1, 2015 3:30-5:30pm
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Appendix 2: Listening Session Participants
The individuals listed below participated in the listening sessions, sharing their views on the situation
in Palm Beach County. The sessions took place in four locations listed in Appendix 1. The list
presents all participants together purposefully to protect their anonymity.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Commissioner Steve Abrams, PBC Board of Commissioners
Andrew Aiken, Palm Beach Zoo and Conservation Society
Hope Alswang, Norton Museum of Art
Kate Arrizza, South Florida Science Museum
Commissioner Mary Lou Berger, PBC Board Commissioners
Shawn Berry, Young Singers of the Palm Beaches
Jeanne Bootz Brown, Bootz Cultural Camp
Joyce Brown, Flamingo Clay Studio
Kelley Burke, Office of Commissioner Melissa McKinlay
Polly Burks, FAU, College of Arts and Letters
Debby Coles-Dobay, Boynton Beach Art in Public Places
Renee Constantino, The Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin Counties
Mary Csar, Boca Raton Historical Society and Museum
Halden Dougherty, Boca Raton Museum of Art
Lori Durante, Museum of Lifestyle and Fashion History
Sue Ellen Beryl, Palm Beach Dramaworks
Charlene Farrington, Spady Museum
Des Gallant, FAU, Theatre and Dance
Michael Garvey, Village of Wellington
Linda Geary, Lawrence E. Will Museum of Bell Glade
Anne Gerwig, Wellington Town Council
Dan Guin, Boca Ballet Theatre
Kim Harty, Armory Art Center
Mary Hoffman, South Florida Science Center and Aquarium
Bradley Hurlburt, The Community Foundation of Palm Beach and Martin Counties
Linda Johnson, FAU, College of Arts and Letters
Joanna Marie Kaye, Festival of the Arts Boca
Roberta Kjelgaard, Boca Raton Museum of Art
Lucy Larner, Consultant
Jack Lighton, Loggerhead Marinelife Center
Jillian Markwith, Historical Society of Palm Beach County
Margaret Newton, Sankofa Study Group
Leslie Pfeiffer, Wellington Art Society
Joe Piconcelli, Village of Wellington
Paige Poole, Yesteryear Village
Tanya Quickel, Village of Wellington
Dawn Rivera, Wellington Magazine
Jamie Stuve, Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse and Museum
Kyle Tintle, Palm Beach Pops
Gail Vorsas, FAU College of Arts and Letters
Jonathan Wemette, Norton Museum of Art
Danna Ackerman White, Representing PBC Mayor Shelley Vana
Rena Blades, Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
Mary Lewis, Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
Jan Rodusky, Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
Kathleen Alex, Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
Marilyn Bauer, Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
CULTURAL INDUSTRY ASSESSMENT REPORT

Appendix 3 - Listening Sessions Agenda – Example from Wellington Session

CULTURAL COUNCIL OF PALM BEACH COUNTY
Listening Session Agenda
Lake Wellington Professional Centre
Tuesday, June 30, 2015
3:30 PM
3:30 PM

Welcome/Introductions

Rena Blades

3:40 PM

Goals of Listening Sessions

Charlotte Pelton

3:45 PM

Participants’ Guided Discussion
Participants
Palm Beach County cultural organizations’ current status
Community unmet needs
Palm Beach County cultural industry’s impact
Future for our cultural industry
Collaborative opportunities
Interactions with elected officials

"
"
"
"
"
"

5:05 PM Listening Session Summary

Charlotte Pelton /
Robyn Kerr

" Identification of key themes
" Sharing of themes from previous Listening Session
5:25 PM

27

Closing Remarks

Rena Blades
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Appendix 4: Cultural Industry Questionnaire Participants2
Cultural organizations survey participants with projects:
• Actor's Workshop & Repertory Co.
• African American Research Library and Cultural Center
• Arts Garage
• Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts, Inc.
• Boca Raton Children's Museum
• Boca Raton Historical Society
• Boca Raton Museum of Art, Inc.
• Center for Creative Education
• Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
• Delray Beach Playhouse
• Flagler Museum
• Flamingo Clay Studio
• Florida Atlantic University Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters Renovations
• Historical Society of Palm Beach County
• Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse & Museum
• Lake Worth 1000 Lake Arts Center
• Lawrence E Will Museum of the Glades
• Loggerhead Marinelife Center
• Maltz Jupiter Theatre
• Milagro Foundation, Inc.
• Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens
• Mounts Botanical Garden
• Museum of Lifestyle & Fashion History
• Norton Museum of Art
• Old Boynton Beach High School
• Old School Square
• Palm Beach Dramaworks
• Palm Beach Opera
• Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation Society
• Palm Beach State College Dolly Hand Cultural Arts Center
• Palm Beach State College Duncan Theatre
• Palm Beach State College Eissey Campus Theatre
• Prince Theatre
• Puppetry Arts Center
• Resource Depot
• School of the Arts Foundation
• South County Arts Complex
• South Florida Science Center and Aquarium
• Spady Cultural Heritage Museum
• The Raymond F. Kravis Center for the Performing Arts

2

Seventeen additional cultural organizations participated in the survey, indicating no project at this
time.
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Appendix 5 – List of Questions from the Cultural Industry Assessment Questionnaire
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Appendix 6: Project Summaries
1. Actor's Workshop & Repertory Co.
The plan is to locate, build-out, and move into, a larger and more functional facility for our growing
organization.
2. African American Research Library and Cultural Center
AARLCC seeks to develop a research library, cultural center, and museum that will provide learning
opportunities, programs, exhibits and events at the Roosevelt Full Service Center, the former
Roosevelt High School, one of Palm Beach County’s first Black High Schools, (stemming from
Industrial High School).
3. Arts Garage
No project description provided.
4. Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts, Inc.
The Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts will provide high-quality glass-blowing, metal sculpting, and
foundry facilities to artist to design, fabricate, and finish new works at affordable rates. Public
viewing is encouraged and will provide a unique experience for visitors.
5. Boca Raton Children's Museum
The Boca Raton Children’s Museum campus houses two historic buildings which have seen
considerable use over the last 40 years and are in need of both critical and aesthetic repairs. These
buildings provide a wonderful framework with which to provide our programming and we hope to
keep them functioning for decades to come.
6. Boca Raton Historical Society
The new Heritage Center will house our growing educational programs and archival collections. The
Boca Raton History Museum will be converted into a larger and more exciting city history museum
and visitor welcome center, which will educate the residents & visitors of Boca Raton. The combined
buildings will create a Heritage Campus connected by a landscaped pedestrian plaza.
7. Boca Raton Museum of Art, Inc.
The Boca Raton Museum of Art and its Art School are undertaking a significant capital campaign to
renovate and provide additional space for exhibitions, educational programs, and art studioclassrooms. With the Art School on Palmetto Park Road now working at capacity with more than
100 classes weekly, and the Art Museum in Mizner Park attracting over 200,000 visitors annually, our
Master Plan for a Creative Campus will resolve current space limitations and do much to increase our
audience as well as create an exceptional visitor experience. The expanded programming of the
Museum and the Art School will usher in an exciting new chapter in the cultural life of Boca Raton.
8. Center for Creative Education
The goal of this project is to complete the renovation of the Center for Creative Education facility,
which serves the entire county with the highest quality “Arts Integration” educational programming,
and to fund an endowment which will provide sustainability for the programs and services offered to
students through CCE.
9. Cultural Council of Palm Beach County
The Cultural Council's three-phase plan includes: Phase I - Add 4 offices on the second floor by
building over the existing ground floor storage. 10x10 = 100 x 4 = 400 square feet. Phase II Education Building - 9,600 square feet Phase III - Conference Room 3rd floor and Rooftop Garden.
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10. Delray Beach Playhouse
For most children in our community the Delray Beach Playhouse Children’s Theatre is their only
opportunity to experience the thrill of live theater. We teach and train hundreds of children every
year who have learned to express themselves, whether performing on stage or as “techs” working
backstage. Sadly, hundreds of more children are waiting in the wings; this expansion project will give
us the ability to accommodate them.
11. Flagler Museum
The reconstruction of the Laundry House original to Whitehall will provide office space for
additional children's education staff and interns working on research projects for the Museum, which
will allow the Museum to improve and expand its programming for the students of Palm Beach
County.
12. Flamingo Clay Studio
Building of an affordable studio facility for low-income 3-D artists in Clay, Fused Glass and Small
Metals art production. This facility will have the capacity that allows artists full use of equipment and
supplies needed for their works, and will provide jobs for artists through the production of
commercial lines offered restaurants and tourist venues, galleries.
13. Florida Atlantic University Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters Renovation of
Buildings 9 and 51
This project focuses on major renovations of the University Theatre, public performance and
exhibition spaces, and support facilities housed in the School of the Arts. In addition to addressing
long-overdue maintenance needs, the project will create more gallery spaces for public exhibitions;
create multi-purpose rooms for concert recitals, dance presentations, and student produced shows;
and provide a permanent home for Theatre Lab, the professional theatre company housed on
campus. Additionally, the renovation will enable a central destination area for all School of the Arts
public activities providing the public a single access point for ticketing, pre-and post-performance
gatherings, and receptions.
14. Historical Society of Palm Beach County
The Historical Society of Palm Beach County is currently exploring the possibility of several capital
projects. The first will be the modification of the historic courtroom located in the 1916 Palm Beach
County Courthouse home of the Richard and Pat Johnson Palm Beach County History Museum.
The first phase of this project will commence in the fall of 2015. The second capital project will be
the renovation of the two permanent exhibition galleries of the museum. The third capital project
currently under consideration is to find and secure a location and building for a free standing
"History Center" to include additional exhibition space, classroom/meeting space and space for
fabrication and storage.
15. Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse & Museum
As a cultural cornerstone for northern Palm Beach County, Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse and Museum is
expanding educational facilities and natural history experiences to meet rapidly growing visitor needs
for generations to come. A new state-of-the-art Heritage Center, replica US Weather Bureau Station
STEM museum, interpreted nature trails and hands-on research labs will engage students of all ages
at this nationally significant 120-acre heritage site.
16. Lake Worth 1000 Lake Arts Center
One project includes the rehabilitation of a 25000 square foot, three story historic building in the
downtown area that can be used for a variety of cultural uses. The other project, West Village, will be
a mixed-use development that contains 11 individually owned residential units, a cultural space and a
public, outdoor public space.
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17. Lawrence E. Will Museum of the Glades
The Lawrence E. Will Museum seeks $2 million to renovate/equip its premises as a modern fullservice museum, with designed spaces for exhibitions, collection management/conservation,
archives, archaeological field school lab, education, a “Glades experience” multimedia center,
reception, and public events.
18. Loggerhead Marinelife Center
This master plan provides for new laboratory and classroom space, which are required for a serious
institution such as the Marinelife Center to successfully secure federal grants. This expansion has the
potential to make this facility the most important sea turtle research site in the world. Educational
opportunities for the children of the region will increase and more field trips will be able to be
accommodated.
19. Maltz Jupiter Theatre
The Maltz Jupiter Theatre is planning a major renovation and expansion which will transform it into
a dynamic, world-class cultural asset, serving people from all over the country, providing exceptional
arts and cultural programs and contributing to the economic and cultural vibrancy of the region. The
main theatre stage will be renewed to mimic current Broadway stage dimensions, providing a
showcase for Pre-Broadway launches which will put Jupiter on the national and international theatre
map. A second performance space will be built with flexible seating capacity up to 199. While the
main theatre will continue to offer larger scaled musicals and plays, this second performance space
will offer other types of programming such as intimate cabarets, smaller scaled productions, new
work showcases, art exhibits, etc. This will broaden the current audience base and allow the Theatre
to be more fully utilized during the busiest times of the year, offering a full range of programming to
the community. The Conservatory for the Performing Arts will double in size to accommodate
increasing student enrollments and offer a professional training track and accommodate a pre and/or
postgraduate internship program to further educate upcoming artists. All production and rehearsal
areas will be expanded and upgraded to accommodate the needs of our staff and visiting
artists. These changes will roughly double the size of the Theatre to 61,000 square feet and a fresh,
new façade will be given to the building’s exterior, emphasizing the prominence of the Maltz Jupiter
Theatre in the north part of county.
20. Milagro Foundation, Inc.
To open a second Milagro Center learning center to accommodate additional academically atrisk/undervalued children living in the Palm Beach County area.
21. Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens
Projected plans include renovation and upgrade to the Morikami Theater; and renovation and
expansion of the Museum's galleries, collections and museum store. Also added are a Bonsai
Exhibition, Artisan Village and Demonstration Area, and Ahmanohasadate Garden.
22. Mounts Botanical Garden
MBG of PBC plans an expansion with a sustainable, iconic visitor center and outdoor pavilion that
will fascinate visitors with intriguing connections with nature. The center will include exhibition
space, auditorium, cafe, classrooms and meeting rooms. Integrated with expanded captivating garden
experiences, Mounts will bloom into an international cultural destination.
23. Museum of Lifestyle & Fashion History
Project is the objective for the Museum of Lifestyle & Fashion History to secure a permanent
building.
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24. Norton Museum of Art
The Norton Museum of Art is currently engaged in the most comprehensive expansion and
renovation in its 75-year history. This campaign will add more than 42,000 square feet of new
facilities, strengthening the Norton's position as the Southeast’s premier art museum and one of the
nation's most important art institutions.
25. Old Boynton Beach High School
Re-use of the Old High School will consolidate the city’s cultural programs into one historic
downtown building. The rehabilitated space will accommodate the needs of Boynton’s growing
population, reduce future operating costs, and contribute to downtown regeneration and economic
development while respecting the city’s historic character.
26. Old School Square
This project represents the evolution of the Old School Square campus to an Arts and Entertainment
Park. Though the campus has a small theatre, small amphitheatre, art museum, school for the arts,
and a multi-purpose field house in its boundaries, the overall presence is often overlooked by
tourists, and somehow out-of-reach to local residents. These enhancements provide a platform for
the institution to provide affordable and attainable access to the arts and entertainment.
27. Palm Beach Dramaworks
Acquisition and renovation of additional property for a production/development annex will position
Dramaworks in a visible way that helps Palm Beach County enhance its role as a cultural and
educational venue for residents and a cultural destination for visitors and tourists. Enhancing our
artistic and technical abilities will position us to establish partnerships with other theatrical
organizations from around the country with the goal of promoting Palm Beach County as a
destination for new theatrical productions trying to make it to Broadway.
28. Palm Beach Opera
Palm Beach Opera is planning an expanded Opera Center, which will include a performance space
for educational programs (i.e. summer camps, children's operas), rehearsal halls, vocal studios,
wardrobe studio, props and scenic studio, as well as scenic elements and props storage and
production offices.
29. Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation Society
The Palm Beach Zoo has plans underway to dramatically enhance the zoo-visitor experience over the
next five years, all to bring people closer to wildlife and the natural world. Major improvements will
include a new entry plaza to better welcome and orient visitors and celebrate a rich history of
philanthropy and community support. Circulation pathways and plazas will be improved to clarify
the Zoo’s four quadrant design. New animal habitats will present a variety of expanded wildlife
experiences representing the many species native to our state, Central and South America, Asia, and a
new quadrant focused on islands of the world. Joining the Zoo’s diverse collection of big cats, new
and old world primates, dangerous reptiles, and many avian species, plans include a new orangutan
exhibit for the world’s smartest primate. The Zoo’s commitment to education will be enriched by a
new 17,000 SF Zoo School with animal viewing, an outdoor amphitheater, a safari-sleepover and
new administration facility. A new 7,000 SF pavilion will also accommodate a robust events business
at the Zoo. Most importantly, the Zoo plans many integrative projects with the South Florida
Science Center including a zip line and ropes course experience, connective bridges and pathways,
expanded parking, and a new everglades exhibit to demonstrate the environment’s capacity to clean
water and support wildlife. All projects will be designed with sustainability in mind, incorporating
renewable energy, water conservation, and waste minimization whenever possible – all to encourage
people to act on behalf of wildlife and the natural world.
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30. Palm Beach State College Dolly Hand Cultural Arts Center
The Dolly Hand Cultural Arts Center's expansion and improvement project will include the addition
of a green room, more dressing rooms, a fly loft, an orchestra pit and a catwalk for the front-ofhouse lighting cut. In addition, there will be several needed repairs and technical, electrical and
lighting upgrades.
31. Palm Beach State College Duncan Theatre
Renovation of the old theater for better productions and greater community outreach.
32. Palm Beach State College Eissey Campus Theatre
The addition to the Eissey Campus Theatre will include a rehearsal space, dressing rooms, offices
and a green room as well as storage. We hope to add a banquet facility as a second phase to seat 200
and have multi-media capabilities.
33. Prince Theatre
Plans are to partner with the Balanced Living Mentorship Program (for programming and
operations), with a goal of creating a performing arts center for local youth throughout the
community, and to provide a venue to display local arts as well as space for social events, in
partnership with Palm Beach County School Bd. and City of Pahokee.
34. Puppetry Arts Center
The Puppetry Arts Center of the Palm Beaches is now considering a new community for their
permanent Forever Home. Leadership is seeking to become a part of a community that has a high
regard for children and families and is also actively looking for a quality organization to add to and
support their municipal goals. The right location, anywhere in Palm Beach County, can be found
with the support of the community. The Center is recognized as a destination cultural facility, unique
to Florida for over 20 years and features 200 shows annually with an attendance of 15,000 - 19,000
drawn from a 5 county area.
35. Resource Depot
No project description provided.
36. School of the Arts Foundation
The Generations to Come Campaign is to raise fund to ensure that the Dreyfoos School continues to
provide a world class arts and academic education for years to come. The project includes
establishing endowments for scholarships, guest teachers and artists in residence, and art and
academic needs and raising capital funding to revitalize the learning and performance spaces.
37. South County Arts Complex
This new, innovative complex for arts and culture will serve as a destination for Palm Beach County
citizens and visitors. The 110,000 square foot state-of-the-art facility will be interdisciplinary, shared
by members of the Boca Raton Cultural Consortium, including The Symphonia, Boca Ballet Theatre,
Sol Children Theatre, Youth Orchestra of Palm Beach County, and FAU’s School of the Arts. It will
be dedicated to flexible, leading-edge spaces that respond to present and future needs in the arts,
stimulating the creative economy of our region. The new complex will also serve as an incubator for
arts organizations and cultural industries, and will be a hub for K-12 arts audiences and students.
38. South Florida Science Center and Aquarium
The Science Center has reached its current capacity and must grow to meet demand, which has
doubled in the past four years. Over the next 5-10 years, we will add 20,000 square feet (40%
expansion) to our existing building for exhibits, classrooms, and museum operations. A large, walkthrough interactive exhibit on the Human Brain will be a featured addition. We will complete our 841
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acre outdoor Museum Campus project featuring a 5,000 square foot Education Center;
science/nature themed miniature golf course designed by Gary Nicklaus and Jim Fazio; and the
Florida Forever Pathway connected to 25 new hands-on science exhibits, an outdoor bandstand and
a run-through fountain. We will work with the Palm Beach Zoo to develop a circulation system of
bridges and pathways to connect the Science Center with the Zoo resulting in a combined
destination that attracts over 500,000 visitors annually. We will construct an immersive Everglades
exhibit in cooperation with the Zoo and outside partners, and we will build on our Campus an
indoor/outdoor Butterfly Pavilion to house brilliant butterflies from around the world. We plan to
double the size of our Aquariums of the Atlantic exhibit, which will make it one of the largest
aquariums in Florida, construct an outdoor Ropes Course connecting with the Zoo and provide
additional parking to accommodate increased attendance. When complete, the South Florida Science
Center and Aquarium will rank among the nation’s top ten medium-sized community-based Science
Centers and serve the public as the anchor institution for informal science learning in Palm Beach
County.
39. Spady Cultural Heritage Museum
The Spady Cultural Heritage Museum would like to renovate the Spady House by refinishing wood
floors, repairing cracks in the ceiling and walls, replacing awnings and other restorative repairs. We
would also like to expand our exhibit space by obtaining office space at an off-site location and using
the entire Spady House Museum for exhibitions. Lastly we would like to extend our exhibit space
into the spacious yard in the rear of the buildings with a replica garage designed to look like Solomon
Spady's workshop from which he taught carpentry, woodworking and caning. The second building
will be a replica out-house and a third structure will be a small, open-air, small stage for concerts and
performances.
40. The Raymond F. Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, Inc.
Project will focus on renovation to our garage and overall site to improve ingress and egress, garage
parking, and valet parking as well as better accommodation for guests with disabilities regarding
ingress/egress, drop off, and other bus and group accommodations. Additional guest services
renovations are also being considered.
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Appendix 7: Project Details
Name of Cultural Organization

Square feet
being added

Total campaign Total campaign
Total campaign goal related to goal related to
goal
capital
endowment

Total project
capital costs

Actor's Workshop & Repertory Company
African American Research Library and
Cultural Center

Not provided

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

0

Arts Garage

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

6,000

1,500,000

1,800,000

1,500,000

300,000

Benzaiten Center for Creative Arts, Inc.
Boca Raton Children's Museum

1,000

125,000

125,000

125,000

Not provided

0

100,000

100,000

100,000

0

8,157

4,500,000

5,500,000

4,500,000

1,000,000

Boca Raton Museum of Art, Inc.

28,000

15,000,000

30,000,000

15,000,000

15,000,000

Center for Creative Education

11,000

3,000,000

6,000,000

3,000,000

3,000,000

Cultural Council of Palm Beach County

10,000

4,000,000

9,000,000

4,000,000

5,000,000

Delray Beach Playhouse

4,326

1,092,700

1,822,700

1,092,700

730,000

Flagler Museum

5,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

0

Flamingo
Clay Studio
Florida
Atlantic
University Dorothy F.
Schmidt College of Arts and Letters
Renovation of Buildings 9 and 51

4,000

700,000

700,000

700,000

0

0

20,757,000

20,757,000

20,757,000

0

Boca Raton Historical Society

Historical Society of Palm Beach County

15,000

7,000,000

10,000,000

7,000,000

3,000,000

Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse & Museum

32,000

27,000,000

32,000,000

27,000,000

5,000,000

Lake Worth 1000 Lake Arts Center

2,500

8,000,000

8,000,000

8,000,000

0

Lawrence E Will Museum of the Glades

5,300

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

0

Loggerhead Marinelife Center

16,500

8,500,000

9,500,000

8,500,000

1,000,000

Maltz Jupiter Theatre

31,000

28,000,000

33,000,000

28,000,000

5,000,000

2,500

300,000

800,000

300,000

500,000

32,000

18,805,800

24,205,800

18,805,800

5,400,000

174,240

3,000,000

4,000,000

3,000,000

1,000,000

0

0

0

0

0

42,000

84,000,000

100,000,000

84,000,000

16,000,000

Milagro Foundation, Inc.
Morikami Museum and Japanese
Gardens
Mounts Botanical Garden
Museum of Lifestyle & Fashion History
Norton Museum of Art
Old Boynton Beach High School

9,041

4,500,000

4,500,000

4,500,000

0

Old School Square

10,000

4,500,000

6,500,000

4,500,000

2,000,000

Palm Beach Dramaworks

25,000

10,000,000

15,000,000

10,000,000

5,000,000

Palm Beach Opera
Palm Beach State College Dolly Hand
Cultural Arts Center
Palm Beach State College Duncan
Theatre
Palm Beach State College Eissey
Campus Theatre

15,000

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

5,000

5,933,500

5,933,500

5,933,500

0

5,000,000

5,000,000

5,000,000

Not provided

5,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

0
5,000,000

Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation Society
Prince Theatre
Puppetry Arts Center
Resource Depot
School of the Arts Foundation
South County Arts Complex
South Florida Science Center and
Aquarium
Spady Cultural Heritage Museum
The Raymond F. Kravis Center for the
Performing Arts, Inc.
TOTALS
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30,000

40,000,000

45,000,000

40,000,000

Not provided

1,750,000

1,750,000

1,750,000

0

5,000

300,000

400,000

300,000

100,000

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

60,000

23,000,000

30,000,000

23,000,000

7,000,000

110,000

50,000,000

55,000,000

50,000,000

5,000,000

20,000

30,000,000

35,000,000

30,000,000

5,000,000

500

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

0

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

Not provided

724,064

$422,239,000

$513,269,000

$422,239,000

$91,030,000
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Capital Expansion and Improvement Plan
In Palm Beach County, FL
A Report on Impact
Americans for the Arts serves, advances, and leads the network of organizations and
individuals who cultivate, promote, sustain, and support the arts in America.
Founded in 1960, Americans for the Arts is the nation’s leading nonprofit organization for
advancing the arts and arts education.

“If we are to achieve an improved quality of life for the nation’s cities, all levels of government
should recognize the arts and humanities as an important part of life. Citizens should have
access to cultural development, expression and involvement.”
2012 Policy Position Adopted by the National League of Cities in Support of the Arts
January 2016
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Preface
Growing Great: Palm Beach County’s Cultural Industry on the Verge of Something Great
The quality and scale of the cultural industry of a region determines, in part, the quality of life,
economic prosperity, and educational opportunities of those communities. Without great museums,
theaters, performing arts, ecological education, historic sites, and visual arts, a community cannot be
competitive in attracting new companies, tourists, and residents.
Palm Beach County offers a wealth of arts and cultural opportunities: two major accredited art
museums, a national historic landmark, two award winning professional theaters and several
outstanding community theaters, three award winning historical centers including one with an iconic
lighthouse, area festivals that include one of the country’s largest music festivals, science based
museums exposing visitors to sea turtle research, technology, and innovation. More than 200
cultural organizations offer programming to over 3.3 million people annually, with over one third of
visitors coming from outside the County.
Palm Beach County is fortunate. As a result of private philanthropic support and public investment
over the last 35+ years, Palm Beach County boasts the largest cultural industry per capita anywhere
south of Atlanta placing it in the top 10 percent of the nation.
In 2008, the Americans for the Arts’ Art and Economic Prosperity Study IV reported that non-profit
cultural institutions in Palm Beach County alone account for more than $250 million in positive
economic activity every year and support more than 6,000 jobs. This Study is being conducted again
this year and results will no doubt be substantially higher since the economy has rebounded in that
time period and the population of south Florida and tourism have both increased.
The County is known as “Florida’s Cultural Capital” for good reason.
As the population of Florida grows and as more tourists visit every year, cultural organizations
must keep up with the demands of increasing attendance and new strains on their programs and
services from the educational system. In Palm Beach County, many museums, theaters, and cultural
facilities are bursting at the seams with people visiting to see exhibitions, experience an event or
enjoy a performance. The community must keep up with these demands so as not to miss economic
development and educational opportunities. Expansions and renovations of facilities and campuses
are inevitable. Planning for this growth is imperative.
The significance of arts and culture in Palm Beach County makes its sustainability and vibrancy of
arts and culture a matter of pressing interest. Arts and culture are a fundamental component of a
healthy society, based on virtues that touch the individual, community, and the nation—benefits that
persist even in difficult social and economic times:
· Aesthetics: The arts create beauty and preserve it as part of culture
· Creativity: The arts encourage creativity, a critical skill in a dynamic world
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Expression: Artistic work lets us communicate our interests and visions
Identity: Arts goods, services, and experiences help define our culture
Innovation: The arts are sources of new ideas, futures, concepts, and connections
Preservation: Arts and culture keep our collective memories intact
Prosperity: The arts create millions of jobs and enhance economic health
Skills: Arts aptitudes and techniques are needed in all sectors of society and work
Social Capital: We enjoy the arts together, across races, generations, and places

A recent report for the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County by Pelton and Associates detailed
an impressive list of capital renovation and expansion projects in the cultural industry that will take
place within the next decade. The community must consider: should public funding be a part of the
solution to the growth of arts and culture in the cities and county. The question at hand is not simply
one of “more funding for arts and cultural organizations,” but rather, “how do we build a healthier and
stronger Palm Beach County through arts and culture?”
The region is fortunate to have robust philanthropy from individuals and private foundations, as
well as annual grant support for marketing programs from Palm Beach County. The corporate
sector is also engaged. While in many U.S. communities, there remains a chasm of understanding
and appreciation between the business and cultural sector, Palm Beach County boasts active
involvement by its Chambers of Commerce, Business Development Board, and Tourist Development
Council. This is, in fact, consistent with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which also touts the
strategic and community benefits of arts and culture. The following is from the Arts & Culture section
of their website:
Business and the arts are often portrayed as adversaries, but businesses are often patrons of art. Companies
today actively engage the art community in many ways, some of which include:
· Donating works of art to museums
· Sponsoring large-scale performances, such as a city ballet or symphony-orchestra
· Supporting local museums and art initiatives which bring art opportunities to schoolchildren
· Providing volunteers or funds for community art projects
· Funding historic preservation
Why does business engage this issue?
Business has resources. Businesses’ concentrated capital allows them to support some venues and groups
which otherwise would be unable to continue their artistic endeavors. These works of beauty, both objects and
performances, are part of the creative spirit of the community in which they reside, and business leaders are
often inspired to use the resources at their disposal to promote the arts. They also encourage communities to use
the arts to promote other issues which matter to the community such as education, health, and disaster recovery.
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Arts and Culture: It’s what Top Tier Cities and Counties Boast About
It has become a tenet in urban planning and economic development that first class cities bring with
them robust arts and culture assets. There are myriad benefits that are increasingly recognized by
research scholars and community leaders alike:
· The National Governors Association Center for Best Practices touts the benefits of the arts
to unite communities, create economic opportunity, and improve the quality of life. They also
produced a report in 2012, New Engines of Growth: Five Roles for Arts, Culture and Design.
· The National Conference of State Legislatures has ongoing policy statements developed
by its Labor and Economic Development Committee on the community benefits of arts and
culture and encourages investments in programs that will promote economic development, job
creation and community revitalization.
· The U.S. Conference of Mayors membership has unanimously passed many Resolutions over
the years that tout the social and economic benefits of supporting arts that range from the
creative industries and cultural tourism, to arts and health in the military and arts education.
Arts and culture strengthen the Palm Beach County economy
Research localized to Palm Beach County also demonstrates a robust return on the investment of
public funding into arts and culture. National research and leadership doesn’t pass over Palm Beach
County. In fact, there is very compelling data about the local benefits to Palm Beach County.
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis reports that the arts and culture sector is a $699 billion
industry, which represents 4.3 percent of the nation’s GDP—a larger share of the economy than
transportation, agriculture, and construction.
Recently conducted research on Palm Beach County’s 19 largest cultural institutions, conducted by
Decision Support Partners and the Americans for the Arts revealed very interesting results. In 2015,
total culture-related spending by attendees totaled an estimated $538.3 million. Residents of Palm
Beach County (full-time or part-time) accounted for $192.0 million of this spending (35.7 percent),
while non-residents of the County accounted for $346.3 million (64.3 percent). Overall, this culturerelated spending supported an estimated 11,735 full-time equivalent jobs within Palm Beach County,
generated an estimated $226.0 million in resident household income, and generated an estimated
$22.1 million in local government revenues and $26.0 million in state government revenues.
In addition, if attendees had traveled somewhere else for a similar cultural experience (as indicated
on the survey), researchers estimate that it would have resulted in a loss of approximately $180.1
million in direct economic activity for Palm Beach County.
Non-resident attendees utilized an estimated total of 730,001 room nights in paid lodging, generating
an estimated total of $154.8 million in revenue for Palm Beach County’s paid lodging establishments.
One half of those room nights (50.1 percent, or 365,658) were used by primary cultural tourists,
so they were directly attributable to the presence of the County’s arts and cultural opportunities.
Therefore, cultural tourists who visited these organizations were directly responsible for occupying
8.5 percent of the 4,290,942 occupied room nights in Palm Beach County during FY 15.
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This Creative Industries: Business & Employment in the Arts report provides a research-based approach to understanding
the scope and economic importance of the arts in Palm Beach County, FL. The creative industries are composed of arts
businesses
that range
nonprofit
museums,
symphonies, and theaters to for-profit film, architecture, and design
The Creative
Industries
infrom
Palm
Beach
County
companies. Arts businesses and the creative people they employ stimulate innovation, strengthen America's
competitiveness in the global marketplace, and play an important role in building and sustaining economic vibrancy.

These benefits are provided by the for-profit arts sector as well as the nonprofit arts. In Palm Beach
County, there are 5,257 arts-related
thatBusinesses
employ 15,453
People.
5,257businesses
Arts-Related
Employ
15,453 People

There is solid
research that underscores the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s belief that an investment
Palm Beach County, FL is home to 5,257 arts-related businesses that employ 15,453 people. The creative industries
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· Boosting Creativity & Innovation. Robert Root-Bernstein, a Michigan State University
scholar studying creativity found that Nobel Laureates in the sciences are 17 times more likely
to be actively engaged in the arts than average scientists.
· Improving academic performance. Students with an education rich in the arts have higher
GPAs and standardized www.AmericansForTheArts.org/CreativeIndustries
test scores, and lower drop-out rates—benefits reaped by students
regardless of socio-economic status. Students with 4 years of arts or music in high school
average 100 points better on their SAT scores than students with one-half year or less.
· Improving Healthcare. According to the Joint Commission, the organizations that accredits
the nation’s 15,000 hospitals, nearly one-half of the nation’s healthcare institutions provide
arts programming for patients, families, and even staff. Seventy-eight percent deliver these
programs because of their healing benefits to patients—shorter hospital stays, better pain
management, and less medication.
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· Social impact. University of Pennsylvania researchers have demonstrated that a high
concentration of the arts in a city leads to higher civic engagement, more social cohesion,
higher child welfare, and lower crime and poverty rates. The arts are used by the U.S. Military
to promote troop force and family readiness, resilience, retention and for the successful
reintegration of veterans into family and community life.
· Promoting quality of life and true prosperity. The arts are fundamental to our humanity.
They ennoble and inspire us—fostering creativity, goodness, and beauty. The arts help us
express our values, build bridges between cultures, and bring us together regardless of
ethnicity, religion, or age. When times are tough, art is salve for the ache.
Arts and culture enriches the curriculum and educational experiences of K-12 Students
A recent survey by the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County of 48 cultural organizations asked the
following:
•
Approximately how many students K-12 take part in your programs per year?
•
What is the range of cost to attend/participate per student?
•
What are the actual costs per student if programs were not subsidized?
Surveyed organizations reported 715,599 K-12 students served last year through general admission,
classes, family/weekend programming, camps, field trips, school partnerships, and outreach. Half
of the organizations surveyed offer FREE programming to students in some form. 44 out of 48
organizations surveyed reported significant subsidies to their education programs exceeding 80
percent in discounts.
90 percent of cultural organizations surveyed report massive subsidies to their programs and a
majority would need to, at the very least, double their costs for students to participate if subsidies did
not exist, thus making arts and cultural education financially inaccessible to many in our county.
Examples include:
•
Kravis Center Arts Camp: cost to student $650, actual $3,500
•
Palm Beach Zoo: cost of student admission $7.75, actual $32.00
•
Norton Museum of Art: cost of student admission FREE, actual $75
•
The Center for Creative Education: in school programming (FREE), afterschool programming
(FREE), in-house programming (FREE for 85 percent of students), actual costs for in school
($133 per child), afterschool ($65 per child), in-house ($900 per child, 32 weeks in total)
Still, organizations throughout Palm Beach County are steadfast in their fundraising and grant writing
efforts to keep costs to students low and equitable across the socio-economic landscape.
•
Admission costs range from FREE to $15 per student
•
Programs and classes range from FREE to $1,242 for an 18 week theater production class: 69
per week, 4.5 contacts hours per week= $15.33 an hour; the equivalent to a movie ticket
•
Camps range from $13.75 to $315 per week. Camp hours are traditionally 9:00 to 4:00 p.m.
$315 at 35 hours per week= $9 an hour; less than the hourly rate for a teenage babysitter
•
Field trips range from FREE to $5 per student, not including transportation. The School District
of Palm Beach County’s transportation funds for Title 1 schools are typically depleted by
November. The cost for a district bus is around $500. Private charter buses are in excess of
this figure. Many organizations provide transportation beyond these funds. For instance, in
2015 the Historic Society of Palm Beach County spent $18,738 for transportation costs alone
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Arts and Culture in Palm Beach County . . . Robust, but Not Without Challenges
For nonprofit arts and cultural organizations to make their cultural product broadly accessible to
the community, they require contributed support from the private and public sectors as a means of
keeping their product affordable. Nationally, support for nonprofit arts and cultural organizations
is a mosaic of funding sources—a delicate 60-30-10 balance of earned revenue, private sector
contributions, and government support. This chart provides a snapshot of what the average revenue
picture looks like for a nonprofit arts organization in the U.S.

· Earned income represents a little over half of the total revenue of nonprofit arts organizations.
This is primary ticket sales, sponsorships, and fundraising events. Earned revenue is typically
higher in performing arts based organizations than in museums, for instance.
· Private sector contributions (individual, foundation, and corporate giving) are the next largest
portion, accounting for about one-third of revenue. Individuals comprise the largest segment of
private contributors.
· Government funding (local, state, and federal) is the smallest of the three revenue categories.
With 95,000 nonprofit arts organizations in the U.S., this is a simplified snapshot. The mix is
different in every community, depending on available resource history (e.g., a community with a
history of strong public sector arts funding vs. one with a long history of private sector funding), and
even different between types of organizations (museums typically have lower earned and higher
government revenue; performing arts organizations usually have a higher share of earned revenue).
In Palm Beach County, while private philanthropy is strong, there is a need for continued emphasis on
planning for reserves for operating as well as endowments for the long term stability of the sector.
In addition, the recent Pelton and Associates Report revealed that the cultural industry is poised
for major growth over the next decade. Many cultural organizations are at or exceeding capacity
and without expansion will miss opportunities to increase audiences, which in turn will increase the
economic prosperity to the County. In addition, as the population grows, institutions must keep pace
with more demand for services, especially for K-12 students. And, it is clear that in order to prudently
plan for the type of capital expansion detailed in the Pelton Report to take place, increasing admission
and fees to the cultural institutions is simply not an option.
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Arts and Culture in Palm Beach County . . . Locking in the Benefits
With little question of the benefits and vibrancy that arts and culture bring to Palm Beach County, the
challenge becomes finding ways in which what currently exists can be sustained and expanded upon
in order to maximize these social, education, and economic benefits.
Palm Beach County is certainly not the first where community leaders have sought out new arts
and culture funding mechanisms that will provide an opportunity for maximum stability, local impact,
broad public engagement, and using arts and culture as a strategy to build a stronger and healthier
community.
Americans for the Arts has studied dedicated public funding mechanisms in communities across the
country. These are some of the funding mechanisms that we have explored along with the strengths
and weaknesses most commonly associated with them.
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Based on what we at Americans for the Arts know about Palm Beach County and our
understanding about arts funding mechanisms, we see two strategies that should be
considered by community leaders to address the impending major capital expansions planned
over the next decade throughout the County.
1. The first strategy is to build on the existing sales tax in the region. This is a strategy that can
be employed in Florida. Ideally, this would be a 1 percent addition to the existing sales tax
rate with up to 15 percent being dedicated to the cultural industry for capital expansions.
The research data make it abundantly clear about the pulling power that the arts have are a
powerful force in attracting and serving visitors to Palm Beach County and delivering healthy
return on investment through ongoing economic activity. The data are clear, a vibrant arts
and cultural community is good for local merchants and its puts “heads in hotel beds” and
“derrieres in café chairs”! Greater investment in the arts and cultural “product” will yield
greater impact. By adding to the existing tax, it will cause less consternation about taking
away revenue from another sector and provides an opportunity for the cultural industry to
work collaboratively with other community priorities such as infrastructure needs in local
municipalities, unincorporated areas, and public schools. While many communities use sales
tax dollars to support the arts, there are as many different models as there are communities. In
some cases, the funds are used for programmatic and operating support annually. In others,
the money must be used for capital improvements alone, a strategy that can be employed in
Palm Beach County to great effect since there is a pent up demand for the services of cultural
institutions and a plan for unprecedented growth in the sector at this time.
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2. A second strategy is to seek support for a bond through Palm Beach County government.
This strategy has been used in hundreds of regions of the U.S. in a wide variety of forms. In
this case, since the immediate need of the cultural industry and the immediate opportunity to
create economic vitality through arts and culture in rooted in the need for capital expansions
of museums, theaters, ecological centers, and other cultural facilities, a bond dedicated to
capital expansions could serve the public well. This strategy would require the use of debt
and therefore a consequence is increased cost as a result of the interest. In addition, the bond
would most likely be based on property tax revenues limiting the burden of repayment on
property owners alone.
This is a conversation not just about “more money for the arts.” Rather, it’s an answer to the question
of, “How do we build a stronger and healthier Palm Beach County through arts and culture.”
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Conclusion and Impact for Palm Beach County
The Pelton Report shows that 40 cultural institutions in Palm Beach County are currently planning
for $422 million+ in capital renovation and expansion projects that will also include an additional $91
million in funding for long term savings and endowments. This impressive, unprecedented activity will
take place over the next decade. An additional dozen or more cultural institutions indicated planning
associated with capital projects that will take place in the next decade that are just not yet far enough
along to quantify.
Since there are currently no readily available sources of funding from the public sector for investment
into this specific identified capital need, other public funding should be considered. Palm Beach
County is already engaged in a community conversation about the needs associated with improving
aging infrastructure in the county, cities and public school system. Therefore, it is prudent to
combine the identified need and opportunity that the arts and culture expansion represents with the
other community needs. Collaboration in a community would send a strong message to its citizens
that an investment in the arts does not come at the expense of economic development. Rather, it
is an investment in an industry—one that supports jobs, generates government revenue, and is a
cornerstone of tourism.
After reviewing the Pelton Report and the proposed criteria for public funding put forward by the
Cultural Council of Palm Beach County, it is clear that the criteria fits the community’s profile and
carefully limits public investment to only those facilities that are fully open to the public and in service
of education. And, as a result of the requirement that public funding be matched, up front, 1:1, the
return on the public’s investment is guaranteed.
Public funding from a sales tax or bond at the level of $250 million for the needs documented
is reasonable, and reserving approximately 20 percent of the funding for an “opportunity fund”
will provide the community with the ability to invest in meaningful facilities over the next decade.
Opportunities will not be missed if this type of fund is available and managed using the same
criteria already proposed. This sort of structure indicates solid planning and a sensible allocation of
resources.
Should this public funding of capital projects in the arts and cultural institutions take place in Palm
Beach County, the community will be preparing itself to grow in national and even international
significance to recruit businesses, attract tourists, educate children, and embrace an outstanding
quality of life. To miss the opportunity to provide public investment in arts and culture just as the
county’s cultural organizations are poised for such impressive growth would be to miss the chance
to become one of the great regions of the world. Possible results include businesses choosing other
communities for relocation, tourists gravitating to other, more vibrant destinations, and school children
missing cutting edge, authentic education opportunities that could have otherwise been provided.
This is a discussion not just about “more money for arts and culture.” Rather, it’s an answer to the
question of, “How do we build a stronger and healthier Palm Beach County through arts and culture.”
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The following are the reasons that this public funding is imperative:
1.
Arts and culture promote true prosperity. The arts are fundamental to our humanity. They
ennoble and inspire us—fostering creativity, goodness, and beauty. The arts help us express our
values, build bridges between cultures, and bring us together regardless of ethnicity, religion, or age.
When times are tough, art is salve for the ache.
2.
Arts and culture improve academic performance. Students with an education rich in the
arts have higher GPAs and standardized test scores, and lower drop-out rates—benefits reaped by
students regardless of socio-economic status. Students with 4 years of arts or music in high school
average 100 points higher on the verbal and math portions of their SATs than students with just onehalf year of arts or music.
3.
Arts and culture strengthen the economy. The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis reports
that the arts and culture sector is a $699 billion industry, which represents 4.3 percent of the nation’s
GDP—a larger share of the economy than tourism, transportation, and agriculture. In Palm Beach
County, the nonprofit arts industry alone generates $249.9 million in economic activity annually
(spending by organizations and their audiences) that supports 5,782 jobs and generates $24 million
in local and state government revenue.
4.
Arts and culture are good for local merchants. Attendees to nonprofit arts events in Palm
Beach County spend an average of $25.64 per person, per event, beyond the cost of admission on
items such as meals, parking, and babysitters. Attendees who live outside of the county area spend
considerably more ($31.17)—valuable revenue for local businesses and the community. 34 percent of
attendees are visitors from outside the county.
5.
Arts and culture drive tourism. Arts travelers are ideal tourists, staying longer and spending
more to seek out authentic cultural experiences. The U.S. Department of Commerce reports that the
percentage of international travelers including museum visits on their trip has grown steadily since
2003 (18 to 28 percent). The share attending concerts and theater performances has grown from 14
to 18 percent since 2003.
6.
Arts and culture are an export industry. U.S. exports of arts goods (e.g., movies, paintings,
jewelry) grew to $75 billion in 2012, while imports were just $27 billion—a $47 billion arts trade
surplus.
7.
Arts and culture spark creativity and innovation. The Conference Board reports that
creativity is among the top 5 applied skills sought by business leaders—with 72 percent saying
creativity is of high importance when hiring. The biggest creativity indicator? A college arts degree.
Their Ready to Innovate report concludes, “The arts—music, creative writing, drawing, dance—
provide skills sought by employers of the 3rd millennium.” Nobel laureates in the sciences are 17
times more likely to be actively engaged in the arts than average scientists.
8.
Arts and culture have social impact. University of Pennsylvania researchers have
demonstrated that a high concentration of the arts in a city leads to higher civic engagement, more
social cohesion, higher child welfare, and lower crime and poverty rates. The arts are used by the
U.S. Military to promote troop force and family readiness, resilience, retention and for the successful
reintegration of veterans into family and community life.
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9.
Arts and culture improve healthcare. Nearly one-half of the nation’s healthcare institutions
provide arts programming for patients, families, and even staff. 78 percent deliver these programs
because of their healing benefits to patients—shorter hospital stays, better pain management, and
less medication.
10.
Arts and culture mean business. The Creative Industries are arts businesses that range
from nonprofit museums, symphonies, and theaters to for-profit film, architecture, and design
companies. A 2015 analysis of Dun & Bradstreet data counts 5,257 businesses in Palm Beach
County involved in the creation or distribution of the arts that employ 15,453 people—representing 4.0
percent of all businesses and 2.1 percent of all employees, respectively.
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Earmarked Taxes
One of the largest sources of arts and cultural funding is earmarked taxes, normally set by the state
legislature as a percentage of the revenues of a specific local option tax. Depending on its source, an
earmarked tax is not necessarily a more stable tax. Like most revenue, it will be affected by a number
of factors including the overall economy. These earmarked taxes are rarely passed to exclusively
benefit arts and culture but generally include a specific percentage of a tax is delineated for the arts
amongst other provisions.
Among the advantages of an earmarked tax is the fact that without additional legislation, the
percentage of the tax will remain consistent. This can make arts and cultural funding less of a
“political football.” It can also make it better able to withstand a dramatic change in demographics and
political leadership.
Another advantage to an earmarked tax or percentage of an earmarked tax is that it is easier to
estimate the amount of funding that will be available by following trends in the general economy and
the specific industries involved. Sharing a percentage of the tax with other industries, or receiving
income from the revenues generated by the taxes placed on them, has the indirect benefit of
incentivizing arts organizations to be “at the table” with other local agencies such as education and
infrastructure and keep an eye on the economic cycles, as that will have a direct impact on future
funding.
Worth noting, however, is that earmarked taxes can have a “sunset condition”; a situation in which the
original legislation requires that the tax must be approved again after a certain period of time. This is
most often the case when the taxpayers themselves have authorized the tax.

Hotel Taxes
By far the most common source of earmarked tax funding for annual purposes that is used in support
of arts and culture is the one that is added to a visitor’s hotel bill, the Hotel Tax. These taxes are most
commonly applied as a percentage of the value of accommodations and are applicable to all short
term (fewer than 30 consecutive days) overnight accommodations. In every state except Alaska and
California transient occupancy taxes are levied at a state level, but some (usually those with lower
state rates) allow localities to enact their own additional lodging taxes.
Also known as a bed tax, transient occupancy tax or hotel/motel tax, it was one of the first earmarked
tax options for arts funding in the US. In fact, the first example dates back to 1961 in San Francisco,
where a portion of the hotel tax funds Grants for the Arts (GFTA) and organization that has distributed
over $320 million to nonprofit arts organizations since its inception. Generally, the argument to use
hotel taxes to support arts and cultural activities is tied to their relationship with the tourism industry,
and in some cases the funds generated are restricted to arts activities that benefit or cater to out
of town visitors. In Palm Beach County, a percentage of the bed tax has been allocated to arts and
culture since its inception in 1982, and to date more than $70 million has been re-granted through
the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County as the designated local arts agency. These funds have
specific and detailed restrictions and in general can only be used for the promotion of arts and cultural
activities for the purpose of attracting and serving tourists to the County. These funds are not allowed
to be used for one time capital expansions like those currently being planned.
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Property Taxes

Most local arts and cultural funding comes from a city or county’s general fund, and the source of
most general funds includes a significant amount (approximately 75 percent or more) of property tax
– it is unusual for arts funding to have an earmarked part of a property tax but there are exceptions,
notably the Zoo and Museum District in St. Louis. In Palm Beach County, in FY 2015, an extremely
modest $200,000 was earmarked for grants to small cultural organizations. This funding is
dependent upon annual approval through the budget cycle and is restricted to programmatic activities
that are outlined through grant guidelines.

Sales Taxes

Dedicated sales taxes are those that are applied within a specific geographic district and are in
addition to the regular city, county, and state sales taxes. They often vary widely across states, with
Delaware, New Hampshire and Oregon banning local option sales taxes completely. Idaho has the
lowest (non-zero) average local sales tax rate at .01 percent, while Alabama and Louisiana are the
highest at 4.91 percent. Of the 38 states that allow local sales tax options to local government, Illinois
is the 15th highest (1.94 percent) and Iowa the 27th at an average local sales tax rate of .78 percent.
Benefits and Challenges:
1. Increased sales taxes generate competition with neighboring communities
According to the Tax Foundation, consumers are more likely to avoid higher sales taxes by
routinely making purchases in neighboring jurisdictions with significantly lower tax rates. In
extreme cases, the increased sales tax can affect sales to the point of causing a net loss in the
revenue generated by the city.
2. Unlike hotel taxes, sales taxes directly affect main constituency but provide more stable
revenue streams
Sales taxes are applied to many consumer goods and have a direct impact on the buying
power of virtually all citizens; these types of increases are typically harder to pass than other
taxes. Sales taxes, however, are usually seen as a better choice than an increase in property
or income taxes. And because these taxes are spread over so many different industries, they
are usually more stable than lodging taxes or other taxes that concentrate on a single item or
industry.
3. For regional efforts, sales taxes capture a larger percentage of users
Earmarked taxes for the arts are often used to support large organizations that serve
communities beyond those where they are physically located. In situations like these, a sales
tax might capture a larger portion of the people who benefit from these institutions but reside
in neighboring communities; as they often work or shop in the area where the tax is levied. For
example, a property tax only affects people who own land in a specific geographic area, while
a sales tax is captured in almost any transaction that is made within the area by landowners,
renters, residents and visitors alike.
By comparison to Palm Beach County’s situation, one model stands out in particular. The Special
Purpose Local Option Sales Tax, known as SPLOST, allows counties in the state of Georgia to collect
an additional 1 percent sales tax. It is authorized by the Board of Commissioners and approved by
voters through a public referendum. The collected funds must be used for capital projects that benefit
the county as a whole.
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Other types of taxes such as rental car, cigarette and Liquor taxes are not applicable in the State of
Florida for a variety of reasons. To pursue these strategies would require a change to state statute.

Property Taxes
Since most local arts funding comes from a city’s general fund, and the source of most general funds
includes a significant amount (approximately 75 percent or more) of property tax – it is unusual for
arts funding to have an earmarked part of a property tax but there are exceptions, notably the Zoo
and Museum District in St. Louis.

Other Taxes
Tax Increment Financing Funds
Other taxes such as Tax Increment Financing (TIF), Income Tax, Percent-for-Art, and Voluntary Tax
are not good strategies for the need outlined in the Pelton Report for Palm Beach Counties cultural
industry. These taxes are either not an option in the State of Florida or the use is not conducive to the
capital expansion needs of the cultural sector.

Local Arts Agencies and Funding for the Arts
Funding for the arts and culture at a local level comes from a variety of sources, including public
funds from the local, state and federal levels and private support from individuals, businesses and
foundations. Similarly, the average nonprofit arts organization subsists with a delicate 60-30-10
balance of earned revenue, private sector contributions and government support; where local funds
play an increasingly important role as state and federal spending on the arts declines, while local
public funding continues to grow.
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Figure 1 - The chart above provides a snapshot of what the average revenue picture looks like for a nonprofit arts organization in the
U.S. Source: Americans for the Arts.

Cultural institutions are typically supported by a combination of the sources cited above, and entities
known as local arts agencies (LAAs) are in most cases responsible for the distribution of a large
portion public funds. For example, the Cultural Council of Palm Beach County is the designated local
arts agency and in FY 2015 managed $__________ in grants that were supported by public funds.
There are about 4,500 LAAs currently operating in the US. Of these, approximately 75 percent are
private agencies, most commonly registered as nonprofits, like the Cultural Council of Palm Beach
County, and 25 percent are part of a city or county government. Generally speaking, public LAAs tend
to be found in larger communities.
As a general principle, private LAAs can receive, spend, and allocate both public and private
funding, while public agencies are usually prohibited from fundraising, and are restricted to receiving,
spending, and allocating public money only. Some are allowed to receive grants from other public
agencies. For example, an LAA that is part of a city government would be able to apply to their state
government or to the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) for additional public funding.
LAAs can raise and spend money with relatively few restrictions other than those imposed by their
own bylaws and the IRS regulations. They are usually considered to have a greater connection to the
needs of their community and can adapt more quickly to situations and opportunities that may arise.
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2015
The Creative Industries in
Palm Beach County, FL
This Creative Industries: Business & Employment in the Arts report provides a research-based approach to understanding
the scope and economic importance of the arts in Palm Beach County, FL. The creative industries are composed of arts
businesses that range from nonprofit museums, symphonies, and theaters to for-profit film, architecture, and design
companies. Arts businesses and the creative people they employ stimulate innovation, strengthen America's
competitiveness in the global marketplace, and play an important role in building and sustaining economic vibrancy.

5,257 Arts-Related Businesses Employ 15,453 People

Palm Beach County, FL is home to 5,257 arts-related businesses that employ 15,453 people. The creative industries
account for 4.0 percent of the total number of businesses located in Palm Beach County, FL and 2.1 percent of the people
they employ. The map above plots the creative industries, with each star representing a unique arts business
establishment.
Nationally, 702,771 businesses are involved in the creation or distribution of the arts, and they employ 2.9 million
people. This represents 3.9 percent of all U.S. businesses and 1.9 percent of all U.S. employees—demonstrating
statistically that the arts are a formidable business presence and broadly distributed across our communities. The source
for these data is Dun & Bradstreet, the most comprehensive and trusted source for business information in the United
States. These data are current as of January 2015.

www.AmericansForTheArts.org/CreativeIndustries
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2015
The Creative Industries Represent
4.0 Percent of All Businesses and 2.1 Percent of All Employees in
Palm Beach County, FL
(Data current as of January 2015)
CATEGORY
Arts Schools and Services
Agents
Arts Schools and Instruction
Design and Publishing
Advertising
Architecture
Design
Publishing
Film, Radio and TV
Motion Pictures
Radio
Television
Museums and Collections
Historical Society
Museums
Zoos and Botanical
Performing Arts
Music
Opera

Performers (nec)
Services & Facilities
Theater

BUSINESSES
89
7
82
2,554
295

EMPLOYEES
405
16
389
7,311
1,645

21
705
231
1

72
2,072
658
10

304
1,942
13
617
547
35
35
68
1
46

339
127
7

1,323
4,122
221
2,767
1,773
94
900
469
5
392

675
670
59

Visual Arts/Photography
Crafts
Photography
Services
Visual Arts

1,224
95
781
139
209

2,429
314
1,274
485
356

GRAND TOTAL

5,257

15,453

Research Notes:
These Creative Industries data are based solely on active U.S. businesses that are registered with Dun & Bradstreet. Because
not all businesses register, our analyses indicate an under-representation of arts businesses (particularly those that are
nonprofit arts organizations and individual artists). The data in this report, therefore, should be considered conservative.
To define the Creative Industries, Americans for the Arts selected 644 8-digit Standard Industrial Classification codes that
represent for-profit and nonprofit arts-centric businesses (out of more than 18,500 codes representing all industries).
Reports for all 435 U.S. Congressional Districts, the 50 states and the District of Columbia, the 7,500 state legislative districts,
and all 3,143 U.S. counties—as well as a full suite of user tools and a comprehensive list of the industries included in this
analysis—are available for download at www.AmericansForTheArts.org/CreativeIndustries.

www.AmericansForTheArts.org/CreativeIndustries
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